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editorial

Responsible Teaching for Today
Maybe I read too much news media and
environmental advocacy blogs, but it appears
tom me that many more ordinary folks are
taking a serious interest in our home planet’s
future. I’m not going to use this space to
discuss climate change per se. Although I am a
“believer,” there is a vocal (and powerful)
minority who insist it ain’t so, and I don’t feel
like stirring up a nest of fire ants.

Whenever we teach others to dive, we should be
proactive as spokespersons for the protection
and preservation of the aquatic realm.

their calcareous structures or shells faster
than the water dissolves them.

S O U R C E S
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• Agricultural fertilizers, animal and human
wastes, and other contaminants run into
our rivers and to the ocean creating
anoxic “dead zones” spreading out from
the mouths of rivers.
• Nutrients loading into coastal area waters
are increasing the frequency of red tides
and algae blooms.
• Jellyfish population blooms caused by
overfishing, declining water quality, etc.
are a sign that our oceans are in trouble.
• Plastic waste washing from the land into
the ocean has created a huge, well
documented Great Pacific Garbage Patch,
and other areas are similarly affected.

C O L U M N S

Students may be in our class because they
simply want to go on a different kind of
vacation, because they are curious about
breathing underwater, because they want to
take beautiful photographs or gather
memories, because they are studying marine
Still, leaving aside for now global temperature sciences in school. They may be from any walk
trends, seemingly extreme weather happenings, of life, at any stage of their life. But while they
and any possible relation of greenhouse gasses are with us, we are in a privileged role as their
thereto, there is a lot of verified change that is teacher.
coming down on us. We are fouling our own
Elsewhere in this issue Chris Richardson
(and only) nest. Look at photos of the daily
argues
that eLearning has become a central
smog pollution in China’s megacities. They’re
like the London of Sherlock Holmes or Gustave educational method, and we should be using
Doré, and China’s worst days are horrific. They our newly available class contact time to
promote scuba as exciting, adventurous, social,
are striving to change that, but it is a
and not least, a route to new discoveries.
Herculean task (one not always looked on
Turning our students on to the particulars and
favorably by economic interests).
importance of the marine world and the
The way all of us live and our activities affect threats to its quality and life are natural
not only the air everyone breathes but also the subjects for us.
water world that we, particularly, so much
What’s there to talk about with your classes?
enjoy and love. The fortunes of that water
Touch any good aquatic topic anywhere and
world in return affect our dry-land world and
you’ll find more than enough to present and
our lives and livelihood. Every part of the
raise awareness and concern. We have no
whole is interdependent. Our earth, our water,
simple or easy solutions, but we are very aware
our air are all one and all very fragile, but we
of the problems as we read about and
seem insistent on messing with the package.
It may seem big, but ours is a small biosphere experience the changes that are happening all
around us, and our divers should know too.
on a large rock and iron ball.
Just perhaps, we as teachers can raise the
As scuba instructors and diving leaders, we are
common consciousness enough that we’ll be
particularly aware of the aquatic realm. We
motivated to make some changes before the
take great pleasure training others to enter and
damages reach a tipping point. Here is a very
enjoy it and encouraging them to appreciate it.
short list of topics. You should already know
We come into contact with many in our
them. Add more of your own.
teaching and in our role as dive professionals.
• Atmospheric carbon dioxide dissolving in
Our divers and potential divers come to us
all of our water is increasing its acidity. At
from across the spectrum of society, and many
some point marine corals and mollusks
are or will be in positions that can have a
will become unable to form or sustain
direct part in making policy and change.

• Overfishing depletes one food-stock species
after another to endangered status, and
the fishing fleets must hunt another to
harvest (and probably overfish).
• Shark finning has reduced the populations
of this top predator as much as 90% in
some areas, radically changing the
ecological balance.
• Invasive species are introduced and
proliferate. Lionfish, zebra mussels, water
hyacinth, etc. etc.
How much water is there, really? Look at the
graphic on
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/earthhowmuch.ht
ml. We must learn to cherish it, not kill it.
You'll be surprised just how little is in our
water-covered world. There will never be
any more.
Safe diving, good teaching,
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NAUI 2013 Board Election
Being Conducted Anew
Shortly before the end of the year, the
NAUI Board of Directors became aware of
irregularities in our most recent board
election that left them with no choice but to
declare the November 2013 election invalid.
Specifically, Board Chair Dave Ochs engaged
in conduct in violation of California Nonprofit
Corporation Law by campaigning for a select
group of candidates at multiple CD/IT
requalification workshops. (NAUI is a
California not-for-profit educational
corporation.)
Section 7526 of the California statute states:
“Without authorization of the board, no
corporation funds may be expended to support
a nominee for director after there are more

people nominated for director than can be
elected.” Ochs was traveling on NAUI funds
and representing NAUI at the workshops. He
has acknowledged this conduct.

slate of candidates. A follow-up notice was
sent on January 4, 2014. Closing date for
nominations was set as 5:00 PM Eastern Time,
January 9, 2014.

The Board also voted to remove Dave Ochs as
its Chair. Mike van Niekerk automatically
succeeded to Chair from his position as Vice
Chair, and Mark C. Flahan was elected Vice
Chair. Mark will serve as both Vice Chair and
Treasurer until the 2014 Board is constituted.

The slate of candidates for the new 2013
election will be announced on January 27.
Candidates’ election materials will be posted
on the NAUI website by February 4, 2014.
As before the election will be primarily
online using the services of Votenet. Paper
ballots may be requested by members who
require them.

A new 2013 election has been set with a
new schedule. An email announcement from
the Board to the membership on December
18, 2013, set the new election process in
motion and opened nominations for the

Voting will begin on March 28 and end on
April 4, 2014. Results will be reported within
five days.

NAUI 2013 Awards Announced

Left to right: The Environmental Enrichment Award, Honorary NAUI Membership, Outstanding Service Award, Continuing Service Award

NAUI’s annual recognition awards were
announced at the November dive industry
trade show in Orlando, Florida. The awardees
who attended were presented their awards
during a special NAUI Member Update and
Awards Ceremony. Those unable to attend will
be given their awards at other special events.

recipients of the Environmental Enrichment
Award, and fifteen NAUI members from
around the world received NAUI’s
Outstanding/Continuing Service Awards.
Honorary NAUI Membership

The Board of Directors formalized the
designation of Honorary Membership in 1992.
NAUI’s awards acknowledge our appreciation NAUI Honorary Membership is awarded to
of the special contributions of NAUI members, recognize outstanding, long-term
non-members, and groups in support of NAUI, contributions of non-NAUI members to
promote recreational diving, marine
diving, diving safety, and our aquatic
conservation, or marine education. The
environment. This year one Honorary NAUI
Membership was awarded, there are two
awardee must not be an active leadership
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member of NAUI or a current employee of
NAUI Services Group. Awardees receive a
framed Honorary Membership certificate .
BILL JACKSON
After service in the
army during World
War II, Bill Jackson
began his business in
1946 in the back of a
garage with a ton of
bleach and five
hundred pounds of
rat poison purchased

hq report
at an army surplus auction. Quite suddenly
and perhaps by accident, he became a
businessman.

In the 60 years since, Bill Jackson’s Shop for
Adventure in Pinellas Park, Florida, has
grown to a state of the art total outdoor
adventure outfitter, and scuba continues to be
an important part of the mix. Today the store
is housed in a 38,000 sq. ft. building and
includes an indoor pool for scuba and kayak
instruction, a classroom, a shooting range,
and even an indoor ski deck. The business is
now managed by the two Jackson sons, Darry
and Doug, but Bill and his wife Harriet are
still much involved and in the store.
Through the years, the Jacksons credit much
of their success to word-of-mouth networking
and to their expert staff. They hire only those
who have a passion for the outdoors and a
great deal of knowledge about their sport.
Bill Jackson was instrumental in turning
scuba diving from a military operation into a
sport available to everyone. Their focus is
safety first, then fun. Bill Jackson, Inc. is now
one of the oldest dive shops in the country. To
see Bill Jackson’s Shop for Adventure as it is
today, visit: www.billjacksons.com.
Environmental Enrichment Award

The NAUI Environmental Enrichment Award
was created in 1992 to recognize individuals
and organizations for achievements in
environmental conservation. The award is for
work that has caused an important and
recognizable improvement in the aquatic

Maeve, Rory, Meghan, and Andy McCracken at the
Awards Ceremony.

website has downloadable coloring pages and
a “Jeopardy” format interactive game that are
additional resources available to teach
students about their favorite habitat. They
gathered some friends and high school
volunteers, ages 9 through 15, to research,
write, illustrate, edit, and format an ABC book
about the animals of the Gulf of Mexico. “G is
for Gulf” is the result of their combined efforts
to share facts and educate youth about the
incredible ecosystem that is the Gulf. The
book takes the young reader through the ABCs
of the Gulf, with well-researched facts and
In April of 2010, Rory McCracken (then 10
colorful illustrations. It was written, edited,
years old) had just completed his scuba
illustrated, and guided through the
certification and was worried about how the
publishing process by kids. Targeting the
BP / Deepwater Horizon oil spill would affect elementary school age reader, there is a
the Gulf. He felt helpless because he knew he starfish hidden on every page to engage even
could not physically go out and help all of the the youngest readers as they explore this
animals he saw in pictures. So he created and wonderful part of our world and the animals
sold a special themed T-shirt to raise
we share it with.
donations. He spent two days researching his
DISNEY WORLDWIDE CONSERVATION FUND
list of endangered and affected animals to
(ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT AWARD
print on the T-shirt, and that opened his eyes
FOR AN ORGANIZATION)
to the importance of the Gulf to all of us. He
The Disney Worldwide Conservation Fund
and his sister Maeve (six years old) and their
(DWCF) was created in 1995 on Earth Day as a
friends raised and donated all the proceeds
program for the study and protection of the
($8,000) to the Audubon Institute’s Louisiana
world’s wildlife and ecosystems and to connect
Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle Rescue
kids to nature to help develop lifelong
Program. Rory and Maeve continue to support
conservation values. To date, DWCF has granted
their interest in the gulf by meeting with
more than $24 million to support conservation
researchers and scientists—both to learn
programs in 112 countries, with $6.3 million of
about different animals and to help steward
this amount directed specifically to protect
the restoration of the Gulf coastline.
marine life and ocean habitats. In 2013 alone,
Rory and Maeve founded the non-profit
the DWCF is helping 33 programs to save
group, kidslovethegulf.org as a forum to
species that include sea turtles, vaquitas, coral
educate and inform others about news and
reefs, and spotted eagle rays as well as engage
research impacting the Gulf of Mexico. The
communities in conservation through
RORY MCCRACKEN
(ENVIRONMENTAL ENRICHMENT AWARD
FOR AN INDIVIDUAL)
Rory McCracken was recognized for his
inspirational efforts to make a difference by
raising money to support experts in their
endeavor to rescue aquatic wildlife affected by
the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. He
was joined in Orlando by his whole family,
and in addition to his Environmental
Enrichment Award, the McCracken family
were given a special day at Walt Disney World.
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It was not long before the accumulation of
army blankets, parachutes, foot lockers, and
radio parts outgrew the garage, and Bill
Jackson’s moved into an actual storefront. By
1952 the stock had grown to include fishing
tackle, camping gear, and even scuba diving
equipment. At that point Jackson made a
revolutionary decision for the future of his
business; he began to teach scuba diving.
There were no books available and no official
training-agency programs, but Bill Jackson
firmly believed that it was important to teach
what he sold.

environment, provided significant protection
for the aquatic environment, or educates and
inspires others to protect and conserve the
aquatic environment. The award can be
presented in two categories, one to recognize
the efforts of an individual and one to
recognize organizational entities. The award
may recognize one event or a lifetime of
achievement. This year there were two
recipients of the Environmental Enrichment
Award—one individual and one organization.
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environmental legacy spans more than 60
years and began with Walt Disney himself.
From early animated films like Bambi, to the
Disney's True Life Adventure series of films in
the 1950s, to the cutting-edge research and
conservation efforts conducted at Disney’s
Animal Kingdom Theme Park and The Seas
at Epcot today, respect for our planet and the
creatures who share it with us has always
been important. The Disney Worldwide
Conservation Fund (DWCF) was established
to advance their conservation work through
financial support to comprehensive programs
protecting nature and engaging communities
across the globe.
initiatives that include education programs and
citizen science projects.
Conservation has always been an important
part of who Disney is as a company. Disney’s

The DWCF mission going forward is to
protect the planet and conserve nature for
future generations and help kids develop lifelong conservation values through nature
exploration. Their various funding initiatives

include the following:
• DWCF Annual Conservation Grants
Program to engage people in the study and
protection of wildlife and wild places.
• DWCF Rapid Response Fund to provide
emergency grants to help animals and people
in times of environmental crisis.
• Disney Conservation Hero Program to
recognize local people who work tirelessly to
save wildlife, protect habitats, and engage
their communities in conservation.
• Disney Kids and Nature Program to create
resources and opportunities that help children
and families to discover, experience, and
protect nature.
To learn more and find out where you can
help support the DWCF you can visit
www.disney.com/conservation.

NAUI Service Awards
NAUI recognizes the contributions of its members with our Service Awards, which are presented for significant service to NAUI and to sport
diving. An instructor who is a first-time awardee receives the NAUI Outstanding Service Award. Any subsequent awards to the same person are
designated for “Continuing Service.” NAUI Divemasters, Assistant Instructors, and Skin Diving Instructors can also receive special recognition for
their service through the NAUI Training Support Award. This year there were 15 recipients of NAUI Service Awards: 14 first-time Outstanding
Service Award recipients and one Continuing Service Award recipient. The awards consist of specially designed bronze castings, appropriately
mounted on a recognition plaque.
Outstanding Service Award

ROBERT A. BELCHER,
NAUI 3836,
NOBLETON, ONTARIO,
CANADA
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses in Ontario, Canada.
PO LIN CHAN,
NAUI 18742,
PING TONG HSIN,
TAIWAN
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses as a Course Director in Taiwan.
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BERNARD HALLAERT,
NAUI 45531,
LIMAL, BRABANT WALLON,
BELGIUM
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses in Belgium.
EDWARD RAYMOND HEWETT,
NAUI 15359,
LAWTON, OKLAHOMA, U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and
dedication to NAUI and sport diving through
conduct of NAUI courses as a Course Director
in Oklahoma, U.S.A.

Q U A R T E R

2 0 1 4

BARRY H. HURST,
NAUI 45964,
NORWICH, CONNECTICUT,
U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses as an Instructor Trainer in
Connecticut, U.S.A.
MICHELLE N. KRAFT,
NAUI 47489,
KYLE, TEXAS, U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and
dedication to NAUI and sport diving through
conduct of NAUI courses as an Instructor
Trainer in Texas, U.S.A.

hq report
GEORGE LENG-TECK LEE,
NAUI 12908,
SINGAPORE
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and
dedication to NAUI and sport diving through
conduct of NAUI courses as a Course Director
in Singapore.

DENNIS M. LUCIA,
NAUI 4799,
MAPLE VALLEY, WASINGTON,
U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and
dedication to NAUI and sport diving through
conduct of NAUI courses in Washington, U.S.A.
SELIM MJAESS,
NAUI 46160,
BEIRUT, LEBANON
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and
dedication to NAUI and sport
diving through conduct of NAUI courses as a
Course Director in Lebanon.
WILLIAM E. PFEIFFER,
NAUI 45432,
NESCONSET, NEW YORK,
U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses in New York, U.S.A.

JOHN W. SIMS,
NAUI 11274,
HUNTINGTON BEACH,
CALIFORNIA,
U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for outstanding
service and dedication to NAUI and sport
diving through conduct of NAUI courses as a
Course Director in California, U.S.A.
LEUNG HO TONG,
NAUI 18160,
TAI PO, NT, HONG KONG,
CHINA
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses as a Course Director in Hong Kong.

D E P A R T M E N T S

ALAN LOWRANCE,
NAUI 31814,
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA,
U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses as a Course Director for the Indiana
State Police in Indiana, U.S.A.

and sport diving through conduct of NAUI
courses as a Course Director at the University
of California Santa Cruz in California, U.S.A.

Continuing Service Award

ALVANIR SILVEIRA
DE OLIVEIRA,
NAUI 19845,
JUNDAÍ, SÃO PAULO,
BRAZIL
With sincere appreciation for continuing
outstanding service to NAUI and sport diving
through conduct of NAUI courses as a Course
Director and the NAUI Representative in Brazil.
All NAUI members are eligible for Service
Awards. Nominations for any of our awards
can be made by any individual, entity, or
group. If you know a NAUI member who
deserves recognition for service to the
association or other special service,
recommend them for an appropriate award.
The general award nomination form can be
found on the NAUI website.

CECILIA JAEUN SHIN,
NAUI 17816,
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA,
U.S.A.
With sincere appreciation for
outstanding service and dedication to NAUI
S O U R C E S
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2013 Trashy Diver Contest:
And the Winners are....
D E P A R T M E N T S

The Grand Prize winners of the 2013 Trashy Diver Contest have been announced, and they have salvaged some fabulous trash!
The Roddenberry Dive Team and the NAUI Green Diver Initiative would like to thank all of the participants for sharing their conservation
efforts with us!
Congratulations to all of our 2013 Prize Winners:
Grand Prize Winner Tom Thornton from Florida, U.S.A., won a complete TUSA Scuba Gear Set with a Blue Steel Scuba Steel Cylinder!
(Gear set includes: mask, snorkel, fins, BC, gauge console, regulator, gear bag, Waterproof brand boots, gloves, and wetsuit.)
Tom cleaned up his local beach weekly and sent photos of the results of each expedition.

A selection from Tom Thornton’s frequent cleanups.
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hq report
Overall Winner for the “Most Amount of Trash” Len Mason from Ontario, Canada, won a DiveQuest Dive
at The Seas at Epcot® in Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida! There are 107 tires in his pile of trash!

D E P A R T M E N T S

Overall Winner for the “Most Unique Piece of Trash” Cliff Block from Florida, U.S.A., won a Star Trek Klingon Beak Nose Disruptor
Prop! Perhaps appropriate to his prize, his submission is a piece of NASA space trash that he found on a beach in the Bahamas.

Special thanks to our 2013 Trashy Diver Contest sponsors!

NAUI Awards
(continued on page 10
S O U R C E S
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California State University, Long Beach
Looking for Scuba Survey Participants

D E P A R T M E N T S

We are looking for volunteers to complete
a survey in assessing the wetsuit needs of scuba
divers. This survey should only take about 1015 minutes to complete from the following link.
The goal of this research is to provide the
wetsuit industry with vital information about
the wetsuit wants and needs of scuba divers
concerning its overall function and appearance.

2014 NAUI General
Membership Meeting
The Annual General Membership
Meeting is scheduled for Saturday,
January 25, 2014 at 10 a.m. Eastern
Time. All NAUI members are invited
to attend this open session to
discuss and address any ideas,
concerns, or topics with the NAUI
Board of Directors.
If you cannot attend the meeting in
person, a live broadcast will be
available at www.naui.org. Please
watch for future emails providing
details on how to access the
broadcast.

What: Annual General
Membership Meeting
When: Saturday,
Jan. 25, 2014
at 10 a.m. Eastern Time
Where: NAUI Headquarters,
9030 Camden Field Parkway,
Riverview, FL 33578

10
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As a thank you for your time, we will be
choosing five random participants who will
receive a $20 Target gift card.
Please take the survey:
https://ira-climate01.campus.ad.csulb.edu/
classclimate/indexstud.php?typ=html&user_t
an=wetsuit

(You will need to use “wetsuit” as the
password.)
Young Ha, Ph.D. Assistant Professor, Fashion
Merchandising and Design, California State
University, Long Beach, young.ha@csulb.edu
Dong-Eun Kim, Ph.D. deunkim@gmail.com

TAMU-Galveston Offers
Minor in Diving Technology
and Methods
The Texas A&M University Dive Program is
excited to announce that we now offer a
minor in Diving Technology and Methods.

Classes offered include:
• Scuba I

• Scuba II
Texas A&M University at Galveston is a
• Industrial Diving Orientation
special-purpose institution of higher
education for undergraduate and graduate
• Rescue Diving
instruction in marine and maritime studies in
science. The TAMU-G Dive Program facilitates • Tropical Marine Ecology
this mission by training students as divers so
• Introduction to Scientific Diving
that they can safely access the underwater
• Methods in Research Diving
realm. In order to receive the minor, students
must complete 16 of the possible 30 credit
• Dive Leadership—Divemaster
hours of college level dive classes offered at
• Dive Leadership—Dive Instructor
the University. All classes require a minimum
of two hours of lecture every week during the
For more information about the TAMU-G
fourteen week semester in addition to a
Dive Program, please visit
minimum of two hours in confined or open
http://www.tamug.edu/diving.
water every week. All classes culminate with a
dive trip appropriate to the level and skill
requirements of the class. NAUI is the primary
certification agency for the program.
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Michael Dunst Is New
NAUI National Territory Manager
Mike Dunst, NAUI 6420, has been in the
scuba industry for over 30 years and is a longtime NAUI Instructor and dive operations
manager. We welcome Mike as our U.S. NAUI
National Territory Manager.
A NAUI Instructor since 1981, Mike has
owned a retail dive store and taught scuba
courses at Southern Methodist University
for a number of years. Mike has been a sales
representative for several major dive
equipment manufacturers and was also
employed by NAUI as its Southwest Sales
Representative (Texas, New Mexico,
Colorado, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana,
and Eastern Mexico) in the 1990s
through 2002. For the last six years, he

has worked in the aircraft industry in
business development.
“I still teach because it’s still fun,” said Mike. “I
look forward to working with NAUI members
and affiliates to grow our business together.”
Mike is currently based in Plano, Texas, and
still teaches scuba diving classes on a regular
basis. You can reach Mike at 214-789-8467 or
mdunst@naui.org.
D E P A R T M E N T S

Mike fills the position that was held by Chad
Barbay, who left NAUI on January 1st to devote
full time to representing a new major diving
equipment company. Chad served as NAUI’s
Southeast Territory Representative since 1989
and our National Territory Manager since 2002.

Announcing Our U.S. Northeast
Territory Representative
William Legler, NAUI 13355, of Erie,
Pennsylvania, took his first breath off of a
regulator at the age of five on the shores of
Lake Erie. He has come a long way since then,
becoming a NAUI Divemaster in 1989, a
lifetime-member Instructor in 1991, a NAUI
Course Director in 1996, and now the Northeast
Territory Representative for NAUI Worldwide.
When he isn’t diving at his favorite site with
Olympus Dive Charters in Morehead City,
North Carolina, Legler keeps busy with other
pastimes, including a few Harleys,
photography above and below the water,
snow skiing, and listening to many types of

S O U R C E S
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music. He also holds a USCG 100 Ton
Masters License.
“I am so excited about meeting every dive
store operator, instructor, and dive
professional in my territory,” said Legler. He is
also looking forward to working with the staff
at NAUI Headquarters.
During his future with NAUI, he plans on
helping the members and others in the diving
industry know why NAUI Worldwide is the best
scuba training organization in the world.
You can contact him at 814-873-0013 or
blegler@naui.org
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boating issues

It’ll be O.K?
By Ira Barocas, NAUI 10126

C O L U M N S

This isn’t so much about diving safety,
although it is. Nor is it really about any kind
of boating skills relating to diving, not
specifically. It is sort of a “How (not) to…”
combined with a “How I spent the last couple
of months…” Ironically, were I pressed for a
theme statement, it would have to be a saying
I have used throughout my marine career,
whether boating or diving: “As soon as you
say to yourself, ‘It’ll be o.k.’ when you see
something questionable—it won’t.”
I’m sure that BP would agree with this,
especially now, when its initials stand more
for Bad Press or Bad Procedures or whatever
you may care to fill in—and around the
world at that. In the Gulf, I’ve heard BP
referred to as Beach Party, but this from the
laborers they’ve hired who, if wearing Tyvek
suits, work twenty minute stints with forty
minute breaks. Those without the suits
reverse the proportion, and hey, it’s hellish
hot and the humidity rarely dips below 85%.
I can’t really quibble: my ship is air
conditioned throughout the year to the
flannel pajama and blanket point, whether in
the Gulf, the Caribbean, or points east.
Anyway, back to the last couple of months
working at the Macondo Site. Getting there
within a week or so of the Deepwater
Horizon’s sinking, loaded with cement to be
used for the ultimately-to-fail “top kill,”
being there through the ineffective “junk
shot” to push mud and debris down the tube
to clog it, ultimate removal of the “top hats,”
and setting of the (so far) permanent cap,
being there when the sea around was covered
in thick brown globs of mayonnaise, when
the sun’s setting lit iridescent gun-blued oily
water, when around the horizon in every
direction were thick cloud columns of burning
oil, when the fireboats were pushing out tons
of water an hour to just keep the flare booms
of the two working rigs from melting as they
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burned off 25,000 barrels of oil and 57
million cubic feet of gas a day (at least),
being there in the literal thick of it: smelling
it, hearing it, and dealing with it, was an
exercise in the surreal. And it didn’t have to
happen, or maybe it did.

favorite nightmare: What if someone gets
hurt because I didn’t address this when I
noticed, didn’t do something I should have?

NAUI has long prided itself, and rightly so,
on stringent standards of conduct, on
performance standards based elegantly on
time-tested models and reviewed and
Working the day schedule for the first part of
modified through ongoing professional
the project, from noon to midnight, there was
scrutiny and change management. It would
plenty of visual stimulation, but the initial
be hard to imagine a NAUI publication
arrival after dark and then another month on
the other schedule were even more compelling. lasting long with an uncorrected error, even
No matter what I knew or had seen, coming up if the extensive peer review process somehow
missed it. This is obviously unlike highinto the wheelhouse at midnight, seeing and
priced, pro forma environmental impact and
hearing those giant flames, especially when
accident management statements protecting
our fire monitors were on to the tune of a
the Gulf of Mexico’s walruses and penguins
million gallons per hour, more or less, was
(sic). But it’s not just the writers of those
constantly shocking. Making coffee and just
documents, nor the evidently deceased experts
looking
out
and
around
at
the
ships
in
the
Ira Barocas stands between two “top hats,” to be used to try to direct the wild well’s output.
glow, the sharp shadows and the vapor lamp-lit they have on call; it’s also the fault of the
readers and the rubber-stampers.
decks all around was more cinematic than
real. “How could this be happening?” was a
Regardless of personal politics, it is all too
constant question, although clearly it had.
clear that we’ve been in a “don’t ask, don’t
tell” mode in terms of our quest for energy,
By now, after the little blow-through of
Bonnie, a kind of non-event, and certainly by regardless of the green tinges current in the
the time you may be reading this, the rough
debate. Inextricably tied into our way of life,
facts of the antecedents of the disaster are
energy consumption, and consequently
pretty well known; and even first-hand
production, is fundamental to who we all are
knowledge from being there afterwards,
and how we live. (My laptop is plugged in,
speaking with people at the disaster, and
and if this room weren’t air-conditioned,
experience in the offshore industry, it is pretty I surely wouldn’t be sitting here writing this
clear that what happened was—as we diving as the frying pan that is New York City
leaders well know—a group of events that
progresses from simmer to sauté.) I surely
ultimately cascaded into full disaster. But
don’t have any answers, and no moral high
Tony Hayward’s gaffes notwithstanding, and
ground, but events such as these in the Gulf
BP’s history and culture aside, there is no
do help underline the questions, however
human activity immune to complacency, and complicated they may be. It is then for
there’s no shared activity, such as diving, that individual leaders, which is how we describe
can afford to ignore established procedures in ourselves within our narrow activity of diving,
favor of expediency—and profit. If whatever
but I suspect throughout our lives and
you are doing strikes you as questionable,
endeavors, to act.
even if you are likely to get away with it, and
Will the Gulf heal? In time, of course it will
especially if you have gotten away with it in
to a great extent, but nothing, nor anyone of
the past, you really need to ask yourself the
question at the heart of every diving leader’s
us, is ever the same. As divers, diving leaders,
Q U A R T E R
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NAUI Rocks at the Orlando Show
The 2013 Industry Trade Show in Orlando,
Florida, was once again a great event to meet
new, long-time, and potential NAUI members.
Both new and familiar faces showed up at the
NAUI booth this year, and all were busy
throughout the show attending NAUI sponsored
events including member updates, awards,
parties, seminars, dives, and celebrity signings!

D E P A R T M E N T S

First thing on the agenda was the NAUI
Member Update and Awards Ceremony on
Wednesday, November 6, at the Orange County
Convention Center. The room was filled with
proud NAUI members wanting to learn what
is new with their Association and to celebrate
fellow members who received awards for the
2013 year.
Once the first day of the show came to an
end, it was time to party. Wednesday night
featured two gatherings; an invitation-only
celebration in Epcot® at Walt Disney World
Resort hosted by NAUI Services Group, Inc.
and a second party hosted by Edge Gear HOG and sponsored by NAUI Worldwide
located at the Hooch Bar in downtown
Orlando that was open to all attendees and
complete with free beer.
After all of the partying subsided, the week
continued with several more seminars. In
addition to a second member update, NAUI
Technical Director Tim O’Leary shared his
vast expertise in technical diving during his
seminar titled “NAUI Technical Diving – The
Next Evolution,” and NAUI Board Chairman
Dave Ochs shared his successful business
secrets during “Charting a Different Course: A
Better Business Model for Dive Professionals.”
®

The always popular Disney Dives at Epcot
Dive Quest were completely sold out this year,
and about 200 fellow divers were able to enjoy
the 6 million gallon indoor aquarium which
is considered to be one of the world's most
impressive man-made ocean environments.
Those that missed out on the Disney Dives
were able to participate in another exciting
event. On Friday and Saturday of the show,
two celebrities stopped by the NAUI booth!

Top: NAUI members pose in front of the booth. Middle: Requalification Workshop attendees.
Bottom Left: NAUI members at the party at Epcot. Right: The NAUI Worldwide booth

NAUI Instructor Dave Stone (aka The Kraken)
and Clint Roberts, members of the team called
the Dreadknots featured on “Ax Men” on the
History Channel, signed autographs and posed
for photos with fans. They brought a lot of
excitement and energy to the booth to finish
out the final two days of the show!
We rounded off the week with the Orlandobased NAUI Course Director / Instructor

S O U R C E S
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Trainer Requalification Workshop. Classroom
sessions were at the Embassy Suites Hotel, and
the pool work was held at the fabulous
Orlando YMCA Aquatic Center. The workshop
was a huge hit and had 54 attendees.
Everyone at NAUI Worldwide enjoyed seeing
old friends and meeting new and potential
NAUI members at the 2013 Industry Trade
Show. Don’t miss next year’s event in Las Vegas!
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17th Encontro NAUI MERCOSUL is a Success

Participants in the 17th meeting of NAUI Mercosul.

Keeping a tradition since 1997, when the
NAUI Services office was installed in Brazil,
the 17th International Meeting of NAUI
MERCOSUL brought together over 150 NAUI
professionals to exchange experiences,
socialize, and renew the model of an
association of diving instructors.

dive, and most exciting: an adaptive scuba
diving workshop.

In the adaptive scuba clinic, NAUI instructors
could experience the responsibility of leading
divers with different types of disabilities
(visual, motor, intellectual, amputees, and
wheelchair users) for an experience with
scuba equipment. The 25 participants were
Many issues related to diving, including
technical diving, commercial aspects, adaptive already trained in water sports as part of the
City of Jundiaí’s extensive Programa de
scuba, and conservation and preservation of
Esportes e Atividades Motoras Adaptadas
aquatic environments, were widely discussed
during the five days of the meeting, which was (PEAMA). The scuba experience was an eyeheld in Jundiai, São Paulo, Brazil, on August opener for many of our members.
13 – 18.
Friday evening was the social get-together,
During the first three days, three courses of
specialization were offered at the premises of
the Escola Superior de Educação Física de
Jundiaí (ESEF): Diving Emergency Medical
Technician, NAUI First Aid Instructor course,
and NAUI Dry Suit Instructor course.
On Friday, the fourth full day of the event,
several clinics were offered in the warm water
Olympic-size pool of the City of Jundiaí:
Side mount diving (using the Hollis SMS 100
and SMS 50 harness systems), a dry suit fun
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with a delicious thin pizza special, handmade
with love, and as always, the social was
mainly a chance to talk, relax, and get
re-acquainted.
Saturday was dedicated to interesting lectures
on important topics relevant to diving, using
the meeting facilities of Hotel Sierra Jundiai.
Lecture topics included:
- Surveillance Plan for the Navy of Brazil
Amateur Diving, by Captain Lieutenant Alex
Pinto Reuben, NAUI Instructor 48870;

Q U A R T E R
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- The NAUI Scientific Diving Program in
use in the Instituto Brasileiro do Meio
Ambiente (IBAMA), by Ignacio Mattos,
NAUI scientific diver;
- Marketing Services and Quality Control in
Recreational Diving, by Marcelo S.
Guimarães, NAUI Course Director 17587;
- Technical Diving with Rebreathers,
by Daniel Millikovsky, NAUI Course
Director 30750;
- NAUI Side Mount Training: Key
Differentiators, by Ricardo Villegas, NAUI
Course Director 40950;
- Diving Activities in Marine Protected Areas,
by Marcelo Skaff, NAUI Instructor 44435;
- Ocean Alive Program on Marine
Conservation, by Alcides Phalanx, NAUI
Instructor 51892 and Tatiana Zanardi, NAUI
Rescue Diver;
- DAN and the Importance of a Safety
Management System, by Sergio Viegas;
- Launch of Distance Learning: NAUI
eLearning, by Lilian “Lica” M. Notomi, NAUI
Instructor 48788.

hq report
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Clockwise L to R starting top left: Almost ready for the oven. It will soon be time to eat. Social: The 17th Encontro social. “Jornada” Oliveira (left) and Daniel
Milikovsky at the rebreather presentation. The dry suit clinic. Side Mount Clinic: a side mount dive in the pool. Guiding a diver in the adaptive scuba experience.

In the final day, the activities started early
with a meeting of the Course Directors and
Instructor Trainers of NAUI Mercosul led by
NAUI Training Representative Alvanir
“Jornada” Oliveira, NAUI 19845, while the
other NAUI members participated in a
dynamic "roundtable" conducted by Lilian
Notomi, who is responsible for administering
the regional NAUI Mercosul office.
At a member update session, the changes in
the NAUI Standards and Policies Manual
were presented and discussed, including the
revisions to NAUI Technical Diving courses
and their organization. Also the subject of

diving safety training was presented,
reinforcing the ISO - Associação Brasileira de
Normas Técnicas (ABNT) Standards for
Recreational Diving.

founding in 1999, developing divers
throughout the southern region of Brazil and
in Argentina and Uruguay. The award was
presented to the owners, Sandro “Poty”
Potyguara, NAUI 30917, and Alvaro Almeida,
NAUI 40624.

Several awards were presented:
- Instructor of the Year: Instructor Trainer
Elton Moura, NAUI 40768, of the Fire
Department of the State of Pernambuco;
- Recognition in Instructor Development:
Daniel Millikovsky, NAUI 30750, NAUI Course
Director in Argentina;

And for 2014, the 18th International Meeting
of NAUI MERCOSUL already has a date:
August 12 – 17!

- Dive Center Facility of the Year: Acquanauta
Florianópolis, a NAUI diving school since its

S O U R C E S
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Giving Back: Taking Try Scuba
to Fort Carson Army Base
By Andrea Brock, NAUI Divemaster 55699

C O L U M N S

There aren’t many places to dive in Colorado
in November. However on the weekend of
November 16–17, NAUI and Yellowstone
Divers, LLC took Try Scuba to 29 soldiers and
family members at Fort Carson Army Base in
Colorado Springs. The weekend turned out to
be wildly fun and successful!
The Warrior Transition Battalion housed on
Fort Carson is part of the Army’s Warrior Care
and Transition Programming (WCTP). Its
Warrior Transition Battalions (WTBs) are
designed to provide overall health support,
medical programs, and rehabilitative care to
soldiers who need to “heal and transition.”
The WTBs also focus on counseling programs,
rehabilitation programs, and adaptive sports
programming. Battalion Commander LTC
Aaron M. Termain is very focused on the
importance of adaptive sports to WTB soldiers.
He was a critical component in bringing NAUI
Try Scuba to Fort Carson.
Adaptive sports programs are not only aimed
at helping soldiers work toward and reach
physical fitness goals; they also promote
overall wellbeing. Most WTB programs
coordinate with the U.S. Paralympic Military
& Veterans Program to offer sports such as
wheelchair basketball, archery, sitting
volleyball, shooting, kayaking, fishing, golf,
and more.
The partnership and our program started
when I traveled to Fort Carson during a
networking event for Veterans Passport to Hope,
a Colorado nonprofit on which I serve as a
committee member. I had the opportunity to
meet LTC Termain and multiple soldiers
transitioning with the WTB. Through
lunchtime chatter, it became known that no
one had offered scuba to the WTB and its
soldiers. So began our mission to change that.
After months of communication and
preparation we made our way to Fort Carson
(not a small feat for my father, Paul Brock,
who owns Yellowstone Divers in Cody,
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Divers and volunteers after the first session. Left to right: Krystal Hall (family member), PVT Melissa Patel
(WTB soldier), SPC Nicole Aviles (WTB soldier), Chris Laberteaux (volunteer staff), Andrea Brock, David
Molter (volunteer staff), SPC Talon Troth (WTB soldier), Paul Brock. Photo courtesy of DNewman
Photography. Denver.

Wyoming, and made a nine hour drive) to
kick off our program. Although three days
before the event we had only eight
participants signed up, by the end of the
weekend 29 soldiers and family members had
participated in NAUI Try Scuba!
We lived at the pool that weekend offering
two, four-hour sessions on Saturday and three
sessions on Sunday. The program was open
not only to WTB soldiers but also to WTB staff
and family members of both. Our 29
participants included 13 soldiers, four of
whom were WTB soldiers, and 16 family
members of the soldiers and staff. Groups had
both individual participants and families as
large as five; ages were 10 years old and up.
The weekend turned out well beyond the
success level we had anticipated. As the
program was developing we expected, at most,
16 participants for the first trip down. We were
amazed that 29 individuals came to dive with
us. And to top that, the gratitude and
thankfulness we received from all the divers
was humbling and much appreciated. It was
fun and truly an honor to get to work with the
WTB, their soldiers, and their families.
The success we experienced would not have
been possible without the help and support of
so many. NAUI was able to donate all of the
Try Scuba education kits to the program. Paul
Brock and Yellowstone Divers donated the use
of their equipment, and Paul instructed each
Q U A R T E R
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group and donated his time to the program.
We also had two Colorado Springs locals, both
certified divers, help as support staff. The WTB
staff was essential in our success. Not only did
they work out all the logistics to get us there,
but they also promoted the program and
increased participation.
This was only the beginning of the
partnership and program with Fort Carson. Our
trip down started a new relationship and also
sparked the interest of the participants to
further their diving education. We plan to
return in the first quarter of 2014, to both offer
another Try Scuba weekend and move towards
a full NAUI Scuba Diver certification program.
It is our goal to expand the wounded warrior
relationship and eventually certify and take
wounded service members on a dive
destination vacation. Our mission is to create
and foster an incredible working relationship
with the U.S. Military and NAUI in Colorado
and to bring scuba to the men and women
who have given so much to our country. Our
successful Try Scuba weekend will be just one
of many success stories that we will have to
share in the future.
A huge thank you to everyone who was
involved in Fort Carson’s first WTB Try Scuba
program. It truly was an incredible weekend
of diving!

of interest

Red Gold
Reviewed by John Christopher Fine, NAUI 4431

Red Gold is a reminiscence. The book
describes the Fusco’s coming to adulthood in
the waters of the Mediterranean, spearing fish
and harvesting red coral, which was worth its
weight in gold then as now.
He describes the primitive harvest method
using wooden drags that destroyed everything
There are many treasures in the ocean world. in their paths. His escape from restraint came
Some are poetic in their beauty, some
when he was shown how to scuba dive by a
fascinating and curious, some grand. In our
French instructor in 1953.
underwater pursuits we discover the seas of
commerce have engulfed whole ships. Sunken Fusco left his independent pursuits as a coral
treasure from the deep has been sought from diver to join the Naples Aquarium to collect
the very first exploits of undersea penetration. specimens. He attended marine school and
earned his captain’s license, and he and his
Natural treasures from the seas and oceans
Berlin-born wife began gathering specimens
have sustained us from the first. Food from
for aquariums all over the world.
the sea has been harvested to nourish us, salt
has been taken to season it, kelp and other
Leonardo Fusco is poetic as only a lover of
creatures are medicinal, and coral is valuable. the sea can be. His memories bring visions
from his youth and his lifelong affair with the
In his book Red Gold, Leonardo Fusco
undersea. Red coral provided him nurture. He
describes his childhood. The family owned an speared fish for dinner. He enjoyed the
old Saracen stone tower at Palinuro, Italy.
camaraderie of other divers. It became the
From the first moment Leo put his face under fabric of his life.
the Mediterranean, he was forever caught up
Fusco’s recollections are precise. His
by his passion.
memories candid, sometimes sad, often
He made friends with fishermen and helped
humorous. His descriptions are always
by pushing boats off and pulling them back on passionate. The eight-year-old boy is still
the beach until he was invited to join the
there: nothing has changed in his
“lampare” fishermen. They left at sundown
enthusiastic perception of his life. The most
and fished all night using kerosene lamps to
alluring thing about Red Gold is that we
attract fish into their nets. Palinuro became his become part of Leo’s family as we read it and
playground and the fishermen his teachers.
look at photos from his album.
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Leonardo Fusco has spent the later years of
his life looking back and often returning to
sites he explored in his youth. Now, there is
only pollution and devastation. Just as the
gold rushes depleted the yellow metal, the
quest for riches in red coral used in jewelry
has depleted the supply.

C O L U M N S

I have witnessed what Fusco describes as the
vanquishing of the seas of fish stocks and red
coral. As Fusco points out, sometimes the
sacrifice was the divers’ own, and they were
bent with decompression sickness seeking red
gold in great depths of 80 meters and more.
Red gold holds a fatal attraction. That young
Fusco survived his early exploits, hunting red
coral from 1950 until 1984, is testimony to his
prowess. He wisely invested in a monoplace
decompression chamber that he installed on
his boat. He treated himself to warm, out-ofwater recompression as well as saving the lives
of others who became bent in quest of red gold.

When spearfishermen came to Palinuro, it
changed the young boy’s life. He watched
them, idolized them, and when invited,
guided them around the many coves and
islands of his home by the sea. A gift of mask
and fins was the most precious reward young
Fusco received for his work helping the divers.
A rubber tube from his father’s wine cellar
was fabricated into a snorkel. The snorkel
always tasted of wine—a familiar memory
as he wrote

Fusco has embarked on projects to replant
coral and to have red coral designated an
endangered species by international bodies.
This is from a man who in his youth sold it
for 100,000 Lire a kilo by the hundreds of
kilos. The book makes no translation of
Italian Lire then and now, but Fusco explains
that a good wage at the time he was
harvesting red coral was 40,000 Lire a month.
Embark with Captain Leonardo Fusco on his
voyage of dreams. Enjoy his poetic prose and
reminiscences. Savor the sea as it once was
and might be again if this visionary’s hope to
replant red coral takes root. It is a wonderful
book of dreams: past, present, and future.
Red Gold is published by Idelson-Gnocchi of
Naples, Italy. It can be ordered from online
booksellers or in the U.S., from the publisher’s
Crystal River, Florida, office: telephone +1
352-361-9585 or e-mail candotti@att.net.
The price is $25, hard cover, 272 pages with
color and black and white photographs.
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Hamstrings
Jolie Bookspan, MEd, PhD, FAWM, NAUI 7636
In the meantime, several respected names in
spine research found the same results in their
studies—no relation between hamstring
flexibility and incidence of back pain.

Hamstring flexibility is not correlated with
back pain.

C O L U M N S

Where is the belief of hamstring stretching
for back pain rehab coming from?

So with no correlation between hamstring
For a healthier New Year, here is a quick look flexibility and lower back pain, what else
at some studies I did about your hamstrings.
might hamstring stretching do or include?
The Beginning
I continued work with several carefully
A widespread prescription for lower back pain
designed new studies and tested the same
is hamstring stretching. I knew that we have
people over many months. In the group that
all been told that hamstring flexibility
did daily conventional hamstring stretching,
somehow does various (often conflicting)
there was a slight but large enough increase
things. I wondered why, and I wanted to test
in back pain to be interesting. Why would
in the lab whether these stories were true.
stretching make more back pain instead of
My initial work was a pilot study of 167
patients and students. The results showed
there was no relation between any amount of
hamstring flexibility and any incidence of
lower back pain. People with plenty of
flexibility still had the same amount of back
pain as the rest of the population—they were
just more flexible people with pain. Plenty of
study participants were tight, some very tight,
but no back pain. The rest were a general
mix. The results indicated that the common
practice of prescribing hamstring stretching
for back pain did not have a basis in
hamstring flexibility. My study was not well
received. The results did not confirm the
generally accepted relationship.

only fix it.
I had already done other tested and
confirmed work that found that too much
inward curve of the lower back (called
hyperlordosis and also swayback) caused
lower back ache during and after standing for
long periods, walking, and running. That
particular kind of pain came from the
slouched position that compressed and
pinched the lower back area. Too much
inward curve was pinching the lower spine
back like a soda straw and dropping the
weight of the upper body into the lower spine
joints and soft tissue.

In continuing work, I found that during the
act of rounding the back and hip forward for
I quietly put my results on the shelf, and
conventional hamstring stretching, the inward
continued over years to find out why there was curve of the lower back becomes less, and then
no relation and what else besides the end
often reverses to an outward curve—only
result of flexibility might be involved.
during those few seconds, of course. For the

many people with lower back pain from too
much inward curve, the reduced angle and
lumbar lengthening provided temporary relief
from the compressed pinched ache that
hyperlordosis causes. Of course, when they
stood up and went back to standing
swaybacked (too much inward angle), the pain
eventually came back and they felt they needed
to bend forward and stretch again to relieve it.
Was it hamstring flexibility itself, or
something in the act or motion of hamstring
stretching that was bringing lower back
pain relief?
The brief reversal of symptoms during back
stretching became mistaken for relief due to
the hamstring stretch. Brief hamstring
stretching became further confused with
lifelong hamstring flexibility. Like
“whispering down the lane” it next changed
into hamstring flexibility prescriptions for any
kind of back pain. Then worse—people
thought that the temporary bending forward
during crunches and other flexion drills like
Pilates exercises were curing back pain,
wrongly thinking strengthening or other
mythology was the reason, when it was just a
temporary reversal of the bad posture (lumbar
sway) that was causing the relief. Temporary
bending forward felt good after crushing the
lower spine with all the excess inward sway.
The myth of hamstring flexibility as curative
was misunderstood from the temporary
effect of reversing hyperlordosis with
hamstring stretching.

Got News?
Others would like to know
Send your newsworthy reports for Diving World. Don’t forget the picture
poliver@naui.org
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healthy diving
It was mistaken identity. The resulting myth
would have been harmless except that the
same lower back rounding and forward
bending (flexion) that co-occurs during
certain hamstring stretches and conventional
core exercise puts herniating forces on them
over time. It was one of several reasons that
hamstring stretches can be a cause of lower
back pain, not a fix. It wasn’t fixing the
cause, and it wasn’t even a healthy way for
temporary relief.

Still another commonly repeated myth
was that tight hamstrings would pull on
the posterior pelvis so hard that the lumbar

Most importantly, consider all the people
who have tight hamstrings and also have too
large lumbar angle (tilt their hip forward /
swayback) - maybe even yourself. Why doesn’t
tightness prevent your swayback and reduce
the lumbar angle, pulling you to proper
posture and neutral spine? Because
hamstrings don’t work that way, hamstrings
can be extremely tight without any reduction
in lumbar angle, and swayback can occur
from tightness in the front of the hip, not the
back, from tightness in other places, even

S O U R C E S
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without any tightness (when it’s just
slouching). More to come!
More on all this is on my website.
www.DrBooksapn.com Click the Fix Pain link
and scroll down for the topics of “Fixing
Lower Back Pain” and “What Abs Have to Do
With Back Pain.”
Next time: Healthier ways and reasons to
stretch hamstrings.
Dr. Bookspan is a research scientist in
human performance under extreme
conditions, and author of Diving
Physiology in Plain English, the hyperbaric
board exam guide books for physicians
and chamber nurses and technicians, and
several medical books and scientific articles
on healthier training and injury
prevention. Read interesting stories on
the Adventure page of author website:
www.DrBookspan.com/ and follow
Dr. Bookspan on Twitter:
Twitter.com/TheFitnessFixer.
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Another interesting confusion of hamstring
rehab and back pain arises when a hamstring
“pull” where it attaches to your “sit” bones
hurts at the very area often misdiagnosed as
sciatic pain alone. It had nothing to do with
sciatica or back pain and proper attention to
the hamstring can alleviate the pain,
confusing people who did not get the right
initial diagnosis.

angle would reduce, thereby causing lower
back pain. For one thing, if you had a
posterior structure so tight that even
when standing up it would tether the
pelvis, you would not be able to sit down
(without popping your backside or pulling
the pelvis under so that you had to sit on
your lower back). If tight hamstrings could
reduce a lumbar angle, then tight hamstrings
would be an easy cure for back pain caused by
too large a lumbar angle (swayback)—a very
common condition.
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Understanding Dive Computers:
Uses, Misuses, Interrogations

C O L U M N S

By Bruce R. Wienke, NAUI 5343
Introduction
Modern digital dive computers date to the
early 1980s, though analogue devices
simulating tissue gas uptake and elimination
through porous membranes date back to the
1970s. Analogue devices were limited to nostop diving and had a short shelf life. Digital
dive computers proved highly successful and
very useful right from the start, progressing
from just table emulators to full-up
algorithmic staging devices across mixed gas,
open circuit (OC), rebreather (RB), nonstop,
decompression, deep, and shallow diving. Dive
computers are moderately expensive items
these days, and high-end units can range
beyond $1500.
Basically, a decompression computer is a
microprocessor consisting of a power source,
pressure transducer, analog to digital signal
converter, internal clock, chip with RAM
(random access memory) and ROM (read
only memory), and pixel display screen.
Pressure readings from the transducer are
converted to digital format by the converter
and sent to memory with the elapsed clock
time for model calculations, somewhere in
three- to ten-second intervals. Results are
displayed on the screen, including diver time
remaining, time required at a stop, tissue gas
and (possibly) bubble buildup, time to fly,
oxygen toxicity levels (CNS and pulmonary),
and other model flags (warning points).
Some 3 to 9 volts is sufficient power to drive
the computer for a couple of years, assuming
about 100 dives per year. The ROM contains
the model program (time step application of
model equations), all constants, and queries
the transducer and clock. The RAM maintains
storage registers for all dive calculations
ultimately sent to the display screen. Dive
computers can be worn on the wrist,
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incorporated into consoles, or even integrated
into heads-up displays in masks.

• RAM: data storage array in modern
computers.

Depending on model implementations and
ad hoc diving protocol inclusions, dive
computers can signal divers with audible and
displayed warnings for violations. Underwater,
modern dive computers can accommodate
manual and programmed breathing gas
switches in their computational synthesis as
OC cylinder and RB set-point changes are
made. Some units are equipped with cylinderto-computer wireless connections to read
cylinder pressures. USB computer-to-computer
connections permit downloading of dive
profiles for later analysis and data storage.
Dive computer updates from manufacturers
are also easily accommodated in the same
computer-to-computer mode. With software
supplied by the manufacturer, dive planning
is seamlessly executed using the same
algorithm hard-wired into the dive computer.
Conservancy levels are user knobs based on
age, gender, water temperature, workload,
diving experience, and related factors. Dive
computers today are sophisticated devices
supplying a wealth of information and
controls for safe diving.

• ROM: computational array in modern
computers that processes information,
does calculations, and sends output to
registers and displays.

Definitions
• Mixed gases: any combination of oxygen,
nitrogen, and helium breathing mixtures
inhaled and exhaled by divers underwater.
• OC (Open circuit): underwater breathing
system using mixed gases from a cylinder
that are exhausted after exhalation.
• RB (Rebreather): underwater breathing
system using mixed gases from a cylinder
that are recirculated after carbon dioxide
is scrubbed from the exhalant and oxygen
from another cylinder is injected into the
breathing loop.
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• Diving algorithm: combination of a gas
transport and/or bubble-formation model
and coupled diver ascent strategy.
• Decompression stop: necessary pause in a
diver’s ascent strategy to eliminate
dissolved gas and/or bubbles safely and is
model based. Stops are usually made in
increments of 10 feet (3 meters).
• Deep stop: decompression stop made in the
deep zone to control bubble growth.
• Shallow stop: decompression stop made in
the shallow zone to eliminate dissolved gas.
• OT (Oxygen toxicity): pulmonary and/or
central nervous system malady resulting
from overexposure to oxygen at depth or
high pressure.
• DCS (Decompression sickness): crippling
malady resulting from bubble formation
and tissue damage in divers breathing
compressed gases at depth and ascending
too rapidly.
• DGM (Dissolved gas model): model
dividing the body into tissue
compartments with hypothetical halftimes for uptake and elimination of inert
gases. Throughout the dive, tissue tensions
are constrained by limit points, called Mvalues or critical tensions.
• BPM (Bubble phase model): model
dividing the body into tissue
compartments with hypothetical half-

tech corner
times that are coupled to inert gas
diffusion across bubble film surfaces. An
exponential size distribution of bubble
seeds is usually assumed. Throughout the
dive, the cumulative volume of growing
bubble seeds is constrained by a single
limit point, called the critical volume or
phase volume, in all tissue compartments.
• Recreational diving: air and nitrox norequired-stop diving.
• Technical diving: mixed gas (nitrogen,
helium, oxygen), OC and RB, deep, and
decompression diving.

Key Concepts
Dive computers are useful tools across
recreational and technical diving. Able to
process depth-time readings in fractions of a
second, modern dive computers routinely
estimate hypothetical dissolved gas loadings,
bubble buildup, ascent and descent rates,
diver ceilings, time remaining, decompression
profiles, oxygen toxicity, and many related
variables. Estimates of these parameters made
on the fly rely on two basic approaches,
namely, the classical dissolved gas model and
the modern bubble phase model. Both have
seen meaningful correlations with real diving
data over limited ranges but differ in staging
regimens. Dissolved gas models focus on
controlling and eliminating hypothetical
dissolved gas by bringing the diver as close to
the surface as possible. Bubble models focus
on controlling hypothetical bubble growth
and coupled dissolved gas by staging the diver
deeper before surfacing. The former gives rise
to shallow decompression stops while the
latter requires deep decompression stops, in
the popular lingo these days. As models go,

Presently, some 15 to 25 companies
manufacture dive computers employing both
the DGM and BPM in about 200 to 250
models by last count. Recreational dive
computers mainly rely on the DGM while
technical dive computers use the BPM.
In the limit of nominal exposures and short
time (no required decompression stop)
diving, the DGM and BPM converge in diver
staging. Dive planning and decompression
software is also readily available from some
15 to 25 vendors.

Bubble Phase Model (BPM)
Modern bubble phase models (BPM) couple
tissue tensions to bubbles directly by assuming
an exponential distribution of bubble seeds
excited into growth by changing ambient
pressure and dissolved gas total pressure, with
constant factors obtained and/or fitted to
laboratory or diving data. To date,
distributions of bubble seeds have not been
measured in vivo. Using the same set of tissue
half-times and equations, diver staging in the
BPM requires the cumulative bubble volume
excited into growth by compressiondecompression to remain below a critical
value throughout all points of the dive and in
all tissue compartments. In applications, the
critical phase volume is taken near 600 μm3.
Diffusivity times solubility is also fitted to
diving data. If critical volume is exceeded at
any point on ascent, a decompression stop is
necessary. Algorithm is used across
recreational and technical diving on both OC
and RB systems. Staging starts in the deep
zone and continues into the shallow zone
(deep stops). Ascent rates are also 30 fsw/min.
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Literature Review
There are literally hundreds of articles in
medical, mathematical, physics, chemistry,
and computing science peer-reviewed journals
on dive computers. Additional and very useful
information about specific operations of
any particular dive computer can be found in
user manuals, which are extensive, complete,
and lengthy.

both are fairly primitive, only addressing the
coarser dynamics of dissolved gas buildup and
bubble growth in tissues and blood. Obviously,
their use and implementation is limited, but
purposeful when correlated with available
data. To coin a phrase from the community at
large: All models are wrong, but some are
useful. As research plods forward, computer
manufacturers are both quick and flexible in
responding to change and update, adding to
computer viability as a diving tool. It’s
reasonable to expect usage in diving to grow
with commensurate sophistication.

Oxygen Toxicity (OT)
Both pulmonary and central nervous system
Instantaneous estimates of parameters
(CNS) toxicity are tracked by dive computers
needed to stage divers by dive computers rely
in a relatively simple way. Pulmonary toxicity
on mathematical relationships coupled to
is tracked with a dose-time estimator. Dive
pressure sensors and clocks in the unit.
segments are tallied every 10-20 seconds and
Important ones follow.
the dose-time estimator updated. Central
1. Dissolved Gas Model (DGM)
nervous system toxicity is similarly tallied over
Diver staging in the classical Haldane
dive segments by a CNS clock, using the
approach limits inert gas tissue tensions
oxygen limit points for exposure to oxygen
across all tissue compartments with half-times
partial pressure for time with approximate
constrained by a limit point, called the critical
CNS oxygen time limits in minutes. In both
tension or M. Half-times range from 3 to 540
cases, violations of OT limit points result in
minutes in applications, and critical tensions,
dive computer warnings.
M, are linear functions of depth.
Within model implementations and ad hoc
If M is exceeded at any point on ascent, a
diving protocol inclusions, dive computers
decompression stop is required. Helium tissue
operate in modes consistent with a number of
half-times are 1/3 nitrogen tissue half-times.
recent paradigms across the spectrum of
Algorithm is used in recreational and
underwater activities:
technical diving across OC and RB systems.
1. Reduced nonstop time limits consistent
Algorithm typically brings diver into the
with Doppler bubble measurements;
shallow zone for decompression (shallow
stops). Ascent rates are nominally a slow
2. Exploding usage of nitrox and enriched
30 fsw/min.
breathing mixtures in recreational diving;
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3. Safe altitude diving extensions of sea level
protocols;

9. There are no reported spikes in DCS/OT
rates for recreational and technical divers
using dive computers;

4. In recreational diving, computers have
supplanted dive tables; in technical diving,
computers are backups for wrist carried
decompression schedules;

10. statistics gathered at DAN and LANL
suggest that DCS/OT rates are low across
recreational and technical diving, but that
technical diving is some 10 to 20 times
riskier than recreational diving;

5. Deep switches to nitrogen-based breathing
mixtures are avoided by technical divers,
with a better strategy of increasing oxygen
fraction with commensurate decrease in
helium fraction in the breathing mixture;

11. From meter manufacturers and training
agencies, reported as anecdotal at recent
workshops, the DCS/OT incidence rate is on
the order of 200/3,000,000 dives;

C O L U M N S

6. RB usage is increasing across the full
spectrum of diving;
7. Wrist dive computers possess chip speeds
that allow full resolution and
implementation of the most complex diving
algorithms;
8. Profile collection of diver outcomes is an
ongoing effort at DAN USA, DAN Europe, and
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) to
aid in model timing;

12. The computer industry, at large, is
becoming increasingly interested in
marketing dive computers.
Sentinel Articles
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Statistical Correlations of a Modern
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So, You’d Like to Crew?
By Ira Barocas, NAUI 10126
I wish I had a dollar–what the hell, ten
dollars (might as well get really rich so long
as we’re wishing!)–for every time I have
heard “Can I come?” from some wellmeaning acquaintance or the proverbial
“perfect stranger” who learns I have a vessel
delivery or other boating excursion planned.
The question comes no matter if the jaunt is
going to take two days or three months, and,
more importantly and far worse, no matter if
the hopeful individual has ever even set foot
aboard a floating object!
I’ve never been able to figure out if this
happens because of “Walter Mitty” syndrome
or just plain insanity. And it appears as often
in the female as it does in the male, although
the former are far more challenging to my
better judgement before I say, more or less
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resoundingly depending on the look and
social venue, “No.” I may include an
occasional “Thank you,” but more often I just
smile wanly, and try to get away from what is
apparently a person deranged.
On some carefully chosen occasion, I will
take along an extra crew person who is
relatively experienced or otherwise wellqualified, but the key word here is “extra.”
Until I have spent time with that person
myself aboard a similar sized boat in the
expected conditions, I rule out being able
to depend on that person for anything
other than pleasant companionship. Not to
say they will have no tasks to perform or are
not part of the crew, but standing watches or
doing anything on deck without an
experienced person I can trust, or myself,
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present and overseeing the activity is out. This
includes everything from making coffee to
tying a knot. It may sound stupidly cautious,
but it’s no more dumb than allowing
someone who has read the service manual
work on your air delivery system, cook you up
a batch of your favorite “breathing mixture
du jour,” or pack your parachute just because
they have always wanted to. In other words,
the person is a glorified, if not paying,
passenger, until I am confident they can be
trusted otherwise.
This attitude, which I know I share with
anyone I’ve ever met in the same line of
work—in fact, we rarely trust each other until
we’ve spent time aboard together—does
introduce a serious Catch-22 for anyone
hoping to get real world boating experience,

Le développement de NAUI continue en France.

environmental issues
especially offshore, if not born to a boating
family, or of close acquaintance with one. But
the problem for them is far less serious than
the problem for a professional who allows an
unqualified individual enough rope to hang
her or himself, and in the process damage
others and the boat.

Commercial and large recreational boat
delivery is often easier, though frequently pays
less than recreational, in that competent
hands are often available as part of the boat’s

So what to look for in a good crew person?
Needs vary as do boats and objectives. Every
time you go out on a boat, there are four
complex variables to consider:
• The boat itself: type, complexity, size,
equipment.
• The conditions you expect: weather,
weather, weather, and where, when, and
for how long.
• The objective: (subtitled: why leave the
comparative safety of land?)—transport,
pleasure, time restraints, profit, fish,
whatever.
• The crew: whom you need to do what
you want with that specific boat at that
specific time, and of course, with all
possible likelihood of success!
(Unfortunately, the answer to this is
almost never—and thank heavens for
the exceptions—that great looking girl
asking wide-eyed if she can come.)

“Outward Bound” for needy egos (other than
your own).
I personally avoid people who are overtly
“Nautical;” e.g., the types who wear Greek
fisherman’s caps (unless they are Greeks
who fish), and who have custom lanyards
for everything they have, from wallets and
keys to underwear, eyeglasses, hankies,
shoes and shaving kits, hanging from every
part of them.
People who crew for you should be
reasonably fit given the variables above.
(I was once almost run down at night by a
cruise ship in the Med because the person
I had on watch hadn’t mentioned—and
I hadn’t asked—that they were color
blind. Fortunately, I was able to learn from
that mistake.)
You don’t need a Terminator, but someone
who is robust with a strong stomach, not a
“washboard” but able to keep a meal down
most of the time, is good. Someone who
knows how to navigate well is terrific. A
person good with tools, and with a
rudimentary knowledge of boat systems if not,
as is often the case on commercial vessels, a
real engineer/Chief is a fine choice, unless
you yourself can do the job and have someone
you can leave on watch.
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So how does one pick competent crew? Like
porcupines mating: very carefully. On many
recreational transports, the bulk of the crew
may consist of the owner, friends, and family.
In many cases, the initial interview and
estimate of the trip’s costs and fees end any
interest whatsoever in taking the job. (It is an
inside axiom of boat delivery that if the owner
is aboard, charge more, and “more” goes up
exponentially if the spouse and others are
added. The multiple depends on the
circumstances, and even if well paid, there
have been several trips I would rather not
have made over the years. I remember one
stunned pause from a new owner who wanted
to move a large sailboat, recently purchased
in the Caribbean, to New England when I said
that I wouldn’t take the boat off it’s mooring
without a good life raft. He didn’t feel it was
necessary since, as he asked, “Why do you
need it? What are the odds of the boat
sinking?” I explained it wasn’t those odds that
concerned me or I’d be in a different business,
but rather the question, “What are the odds of
us surviving if it did, and we didn’t have
one?”) In any event, in almost every case, the
price of the job includes hiring another real
crew person of my choosing at, I should add,
a living wage. The theory here is that I would
like to be able to sleep once in a while. If
nothing overnight is planned, such as in a
coastal cruise, maybe the owner and friends
are enough, but not usually.

usual crew. It is not that one is less suspicious
of the people you inherit, it is just that they
probably know what they are doing. The predelivery survey and inventory will reveal any
ringers, and even if Capt. Nemo is part of the
crew, the first day’s run with strangers is short
and aimed at shaking down all aboard and
the boat itself.

I also prefer normal or better intelligence—
but that’s just me. Some professionals like
“Success” is defined as everyone and
dimmer lights who will perform the tasks they
everything, including the boat, getting back to
are set in fair fashion without questioning. I
land safely and as expeditiously as possible.
like an inquiring mind that will do what I say
There is no substitute for real experience,
first, and ask questions later. Best is someone
guided or otherwise. After that, reasonableness
with whom you can discuss alternatives, but
is a high priority. This leaves out
depend on to carry out the job as you yourself
heroes/heroines, the testosterone-laden
would. That’s the definition of a First Mate,
individuals with something to prove, or those
the captain’s alter ego.
who covet bragging rights for having done the
deed. Immediately disqualify anyone who is
How many crew is impossible to suggest
intent on challenging the sea or any other
without considering all the variables, but
part of the physical world. For that matter,
darned if there still doesn’t seem to be room
greatly suspect and probably reject anyone
sometimes for a nubile novice of the
seeking to challenge themselves: suggest
appropriate sex.
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An Introduction to the Ice Diving Environment
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By John Heine, NAUI 5924
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Cold water and ice diving can be extremely
challenging experiences for the adventurous
diver, yet very rewarding. Diving in these
environments requires thoughtful planning,
preparation, training, and the utmost
dedication to safety. The rewards are many,
including excellent visibility, having a calm
surface platform from which to work, the
sense of accomplishment of meeting an
extreme challenge, and the enjoyment of
being outdoors in cold weather.

that can be easily disturbed to rocky ledges
with varying slopes.

Cold water diving is defined as diving that
takes place in water that is below about 40°F
(4.5°C). Many lakes and ocean regions have
water temperatures this low in seasons other
than winter. While this is obviously not
freezing water, it is sufficiently cold to require
special thermal protection and regulator care.
Hypothermia and equipment malfunction are
special risks associated with cold water diving.
Considerations for low surface temperatures,
thermal stress, equipment malfunction, and
logistics increase the complexity of this special
type of diving.

Diving in cold or frozen rivers can be
dangerous. No dive should be conducted
under a frozen river where a current exists, as
divers can be swept into areas where it is
impossible to surface. Potential hazards
underwater include tree limbs, sharp rocks,
fishing line, hooks, lures, and nets.

There are potential hazards in some lakes and
quarries that may impede a dive. In areas
around dams or near roads there may be old
cables, heavy equipment, fishing line, hooks,
lures, and even automobiles. There is also a
possibility of encountering tree limbs or
submerged structures. If the lake is at altitude,
the appropriate altitude tables, conversions, and
depth gauges or dive computers must be utilized.

As winter ensues, further cooling of surface
water occurs and ice begins to form. A reverse
stratification can occur, in which colder
(less dense) water overlies warmer (more
dense) water.
In the spring, as ice melts and day length
increases, the wind can induce a spring
turnover which produces relatively isothermal
water conditions of around 39°F (4°C). This
is a general description of stratification in
large temperate lakes, and many variations
will be found due to climate, lake
morphology, and movement of water masses.

Ocean temperatures and the formation of sea
ice can be quite different from fresh water and
lake environments. Depending upon local
conditions, a number of various types of sea
ice can form. Pack ice forms seasonally in
polar regions, moves with the wind and
Lakes in the temperate zone have a general
currents, and can be up to 6.5 feet (2 m)
seasonal pattern of thermal stratification.
thick. It can be semi-permanent above 75°
During the summer months, the upper two
latitude. When this ice collides, breaks up,
meters of lake water will absorb more than
melts, and refreezes, the resultant pack can
one-half of the sun’s radiation and will be
have a rough and jagged appearance. This is
warmed. A typical summer stratification has
sometimes called multi-year ice, because of its
Diving under ice is a special activity that
three distinct water layers. The epilimnion is
age, and can be up to 12-20 feet (4-6 m)
increases the dive complexity, starting with the the surface layer of warm water, typically 55°F
thick. Polar ice, which is permanent, can be
presence of a ceiling overhead for divers. This (13°C) to 75°F (24°C), which reaches down
in excess of 165 feet (50 m) thick. Fast ice is
requires a team of surface tenders and special to a depth of about 30-50 feet (10-15 m).
Below this layer is a region of sharp decline in solid ice connected to the shoreline. It
procedures to ensure that divers are able to
develops in the winter, disappears in summer,
temperature, termed the thermocline or
return to the entry hole, as well as deal with
metalimnion. The temperature here can drop and is usually about 6 feet (2 m) thick. This
any emergencies that may arise.
ice sheet continues to grow from the
by as much as 30°F (15°C) in just a few
underside by the freezing of platelet ice
There are many things to consider when
meters of depth. The lowest layer of water is
planning and executing a cold water dive.
called the hypolimnion, which is a deep, cold, crystals. These types of sea ice rarely exceed
Training, equipment choices and preparation,
undisturbed layer of water that approaches the 13 feet (4 m) in thickness.
shelter, safety and emergency gear, and personnel temperature of maximum density for fresh
The small amount of salt in sea ice is
are all important. It takes considerable time to
water: 39°F (4°C).
concentrated in pockets of brine, forming
select and prepare a site, suit in and out of dry
In the fall, as air temperatures begin to cool brine channels, which are like underwater
suits, and conduct the dive.
pinnacles hanging below the ice surface.
and the sun is not as high in the sky, the
Lakes vary tremendously with respect to
water cools to about 43°F (6°C) and windIce diving is specialty scuba diving that
water visibility, bottom terrain, thermoclines
induced mixing of the water layers begins.
requires special equipment and training. Open
and potential hazards. Many mountain lakes This so-called fall turnover results in an
water divers are cautioned against diving in icy
are clear, while lower-lying reservoirs or
isothermal condition wherein the water
waters without the proper training.
glacial lakes may be cloudy. The bottom
temperature is about 39°F (4°C) from the
terrain can range from soft fine sediments
surface to the bottom.
S O U R C E S
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CD/IT Requalification
Workshop in Kuwait

Classroom for the course was held in the Safir
Hotel, and the water actives were hosted by the
Oyster Dive Center also in the Safir Hotel. The
workshop was conducted by Randy Shaw from
NAUI Headquarters in Tampa, Florida, USA,
over six days to allow time for translations and
eLearning workshops. Many of the breakout
sessions during the course were conducted in
Arabic so that participants could concentrate on
the discussion and work in their native tongue.
Attendees from United Arab Emirates, Bahrain,
and Kuwait included: Abdullla A. Shuhail,
Hussain M. Baqer, Heba Al-Qabandi, Reyadh A.
Albannaw, Osama Z. Al-Maksoud, Ahmad M.
Alansari, Nasser F. Al-Othman, Bader M.
Almarzouq, Alla Aldeen Y Bughaith, Mohammed
A. Bin Talib, Sayed Mohamed Ali Mohamed,
Sharhabeel M. Kittaneh, Hussain B. AlQallaf,
Abdullah A. Al-Aqeel, Najem A. Almo Aili.

Left to right: Michael Brady (Course
Director), new NAUI Instructor David Bone,
and Sharon Kegeles. Back row: Ho Tai).
A NAUI Instructor Training Course was
conducted in Delray Beach, Florida,
and Bonaire, with Dr. Michael Brady
(NAUI 20729) as Course Director and
Sharon Kegeles (NAUI 16512) as staff
and evaluator. David Bone was the
candidate. The ITC opened in Bonaire during
the Barry University annual pilgrimage to the
island for their course on Diving in Tropical
Environments. The Bonaire portion included
instructor preparatory work at Captain Don’s
Habitat and open water training dives on the
Reef Scientifico and Klein Bonaire. Activities in
Delray Beach included rescue, classroom, and
confined water presentations and evaluations.
NAUI’s new Leadership eLearning model was
initiated in the midst of the course, allowing
David to gain direct experience with online
study and testing in addition to traditional faceto-face training.

David Bone came to the ITC with solid
preparation as a result of participating in the
Barry University program in Sport Management:
Diving Industry Program coordinated by faculty
member Sharon Kegeles. David was an active
instructor with another agency and had diving
and teaching experience in the Cook Islands
and in the Middle Atlantic states. He was
particularly attracted to NAUI’s values allowing
instructors the “freedom to teach” and to
customize courses for different types of settings
and students. He was eager to gain experiences
teaching NAUI’s robust Master Diver course and
experimented with lessons involving air
consumption, partial pressures, and emergency
oxygen administration, as well as leading shore
dives for Divemaster candidates. David is
already preparing to assist in future leadership
and instructor training with Barry University
dive staff.

D E P A R T M E N T S

NAUI Services Kuwait hosted a
Course Director / Instructor Trainer
Re-qualification Workshop September
30 to October 5. The course was held at the
Safir International Hotel Kuwait. A member
update was also held for NAUI members in
Kuwait on October 5.

Another Instructor Course in Delray Beach
and Bonaire

The water conditions in both Florida and
Bonaire were ideal for training, even though the
abundant sea life in Bonaire continues to
present attention challenges when working with
staff and students. In addition to the wildlife
and sea conditions, David was fortunate to have
a group of divers participate during workshops
and as students, including Divemaster in
training Jenny Wuenschel, NAUI diver Julie
Wuenschel, ITC Prep candidate Alexis Mederos,
and future NAUI leader Dawn Furlan.

During the graduation banquet one of the
attendees was heard saying, “Even with the
additional expense of the travel this workshop
was well worth my time and money.”
A special thanks to Mr. Adel Al-Sumait, NAUI
9868, of NAUI Services Kuwait for hosting
the event!

Netherlands

Philippines
S O U R C E S
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Tech Instructor Course
in Philippines

Left to right: Foong Lye Thong, NAUI 51446,
Chen Chien Ming, NAUI 47381, Simon Yu,
NAUI 11146 (Course Director), Michael Tong,
NAUI 7865 (NAUI Pacific Rim President),
William Tong, NAUI 40366 (NAUI Pacific
Rim Training Manager), Kenneth Cheung,
NAUI 38684 (Course Director), Lin Chi-Chun,
NAUI 43879, Roy Cheung, NAUI 43996,
Edmond Wong, NAUI 37998.
Cedu, Philippines, was the site of a
NAUI Technical Instructor and Sidemount Workshop at the end of August
that drew participants from Malaysia,
Taiwan, and Hong Kong.

New Netherlands
Instructor Completes
His ITC

New NAUI Instructor André van der Niet is
on the right and Course Director Jan Willem
van Gelder is on the left.
In October, André van der Niet
successfully finished his Instructor
Training Course with the Duikclub de
Oost Nederlandse Duikers. The dive club
has now gained one more staff member to better
serve and help the students with more courses
and safe diving.

Indonesia Armed Forces
Disabled Divers Certified

Kuwait Dive Team
Cleans Tangled Nets
from Reef

The Kuwait Dive Team recently
removed discarded fishing nets at the
Douhat Bnaider coral reef area located
between Al-Jelaiaa and Al-Zoor areas
Team member Faisal Al-Harban said a
fisherman had reported the presence
of the nets after seeing parts of them
floating on the water. The team's divers
have experience handling such entangled nets
and are able remove them without harming the
coral structure, carefully floating the main parts
with small lift bags before extracting the whole
from the site. There is also the added danger of
the diving gear getting entangled and the diver's
movement impaired. The team took optimum
care to guarantee the least threat possible to
both divers and the environment.
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Standing left to right behind the newly
certified divers are course staff members Dio
Mahesa Putra (NAUI Divemaster 53835);
Handaru Cakti (NAUI Rescue Diver); Joy
Muliadi (NAUI Instructor 54241); Colonel
Wahyu (from Rehabilitation Center); Dewi
Margono (from Dewi Scuba); Daeng Haries;
Budi Kabul; David Souhuwat (NAUI
Instructor 50869); Ebram Harimurti (NAUI
Course Director/Instructor 50558); Irwan
Solihin (NAUI Rescue Diver); Abdul Rahman
(NAUI Divemaster 54230).
Ebram Harimurti of Whale Dive Centre
in Jakarta, Indonesia, reports recently
completing a NAUI Scuba Diver Course
for divers of the Indonesian Armed
Forces Disabled Team. This successful first
Indonesian Wounded Warriors scuba program
graduated seven new divers. More courses will
follow, says Ebram.
Q U A R T E R
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Yunnan, China,
Rebreather Course

Left to right: William Tong, Bo Yu, David Kot,
Renjie Zhu.
Hosts David Kot, NAUI 38785, and
Frankie Ng, NAUI 37654, organized this
closed circuit rebreather course with
students Bo Yu and Renjie Zhu. The
training was on the Poseidon MK VI rebreather.
Michael and William Tong from the NAUI Pacific
Rim office were present during the course.
Fuxian Lake, near Kunming in Yunnan
Province, was the training location. Fuxian
Lake is the third deepest lake in China with a
maximum depth of 155 meters (508 feet). Also
in the lake are the remnants of an ancient lost
city that slid in to the lake during an
earthquake in 257 AD.

This Is Not the Roatán
I Was Expecting!
By Erik JEnsEn, nAUi 47608

BJ’s Backyard, a “locals-only” watering hole on Roatán, is the pick-up dock for guests
staying at Royal Playa Resort. You can sit on their deck and have a cold beverage
while the crew loads your luggage onto the boat for the 15-minute trip to the Royal
Playa. Once settled in, you suddenly realize that your preconceived notions of Roatán
may not be completely accurate. That is because you have arrived at the east end of
Roatán, which is still mostly undeveloped with none of the typical tourist trappings in
sight. The most common remark from guests as they board the boat for the ride to
the Royal Playa dock in Port Royal is: “This is NOT the Roatán I was expecting!”
I first visited Roatán nearly 25 years ago, when the airport terminal was a small wood
structure that was used to store your luggage until someone came to escort you to
one of few dive resorts on the island. When (or more likely, if...) the immigration officer
rode in on his bike to stamp your passport, you knew you had arrived at a destination
that would qualify as “off the beaten track” by anyone’s standards.
S O U R C E S
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But progress is inevitable, even in a relatively remote Bay Islands
of Honduras, and the west end of Roatán, where the international
airport is located, is now a cruise ship port that deposits several
thousand people every week. The development of the West End
and the increasing awareness of this once “undiscovered” island
have caused some critics to label Roatán as commonplace—with
dull, boring, and ordinary diving. They point to difficult-to-reach
destinations in far-off places as the new, hip, and exciting places
to dive. Unfortunately, new, hip, and exciting usually translates into
very expensive with many hours spent in an airplane.

several anchors, cannon, piles of ballast stones, and other artifacts
while exploring the dive sites near the cut in th reef.
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Anyone interested in exploring for pirate treasure can climb the
stone steps built into the hill by the pirates to make it easier to
get powder and cannonballs to the top of One Cannon Hill. You
might locate musket balls, buttons, and fragments of (or even
complete) rum bottles. There are several shipwrecks in the bay
and outside of the fringing reef, and many of them are rumored
to have plenty of gold encased in coral. Stories of gold coins
being found run through the local coconut telegraph on a regular
The island of Roatán still offers an exotic, historic, off-the- basis. But it would not serve you to spend time searching for
beaten-track experience at prices that are in the “ordinary” gold. Anything of value from the wrecks belongs to the Honduran
realm! With direct flights from Miami, Atlanta, and Houston, government, and they are VERY protective of their artifacts!
getting to Roatán is both easy and inexpensive. Boarding the
mini-bus at the airport, turning east onto the island’s main road, A better use of your time is the exceptional diving. The unique
and leaving the crowds and roadside T shirt vendors, Roatán is location of Royal Playa Resort provides easy access to dive
as unspoiled as when I arrived more than two decades ago—the sites such as Church Wall, Calvin’s Crack, and Carlos &
real Roatán I decided to live on the first time I visited.
Charlie’s. We prefer to spend most of our bottom time exploring
the virtually untouched walls that extend east of the well-known
Royal Playa Resort is a NAUI Pro Platinum dive operation that is sites. Most dives are drift dives with depths ranging from 30 feet
geared to providing guests with an exceptional dive vacation. The (9 m) at the top of the wall to the maximum recreational depth of
diving on the east end of the island is nothing like the West End. 130 feet (39 m). With very few divers each year, you will see a
We have a large number of available dive sites, and since Royal healthier reef than most people believe exists!
Playa is the only dive resort on the south shore, the number of
divers visiting each site is small. The reef structure is undisturbed We usually refer to dive “areas” rather than dive “sites.” We are
and absolutely beautiful. Being on the south side of the island, we free to drop into the water at a location ideally suited to the
are protected from the prevailing weather patterns that can make interests of the divers, whether it’s shooting video or pictures,
diving the north side a bit rough at times. Divers do not compete drifting past huge barrel sponges, or simply following the
for moorings with boats from other resorts. The other boats you movement of the sea creatures. The pristine reef makes diving the
may occasionally see are local fishermen who stop to ask if they east end of the island a photographers’ dream. The creatures are
can deliver the day’s catch to the kitchen for dinner.
not as skittish of divers, and photographers are able to capture
close-up shots of more common reef dwellers like lobsters, crabs,
Port Royal was home to a large community of pirates from the early octopus, and green morays. That we can dive areas rather than
1600s to the mid 1700s, and Royal Playa is built on what is marked specific sites also opens the opportunity for photographing larger
on the old maps as “One Cannon Hill.” The name refers to the or more uncommon sea creatures like manta rays, hammerhead
cannon that was placed on the hill behind the resort so the locals sharks, and chain morays.
could ward off the British or Spanish ships. We have discovered
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But perhaps Royal Playa Resort is not for everyone! There are
no roads, no clubs, no shopping malls, no fast food, and no
crowds. The guest accommodations are typical Caribbean
construction and are more about peace, quiet, and comfort than
maximizing the number of people staying with us. Most of the
bungalows accommodate two people. They are very comfortable
and are placed on the property to maximize privacy and the
evening breeze. We also have accommodations for families up
to four people. All of the bungalows have a wonderful view of the
resort and the Caribbean Sea.
I am a firm believer that no dive vacation will be successful
without a superb menu, so we pay very close attention to the
kitchen! Our local cooks prepare primarily seafood dishes with
fish, crab, lobster, and conch that are always fresh off the boat.
(Yes, we also do our best to eradicate the lionfish population by
eating as many as we can catch!) Breakfast or lunch will often
find people lingering near the kitchen with a cup of coffee or iced
tea so they can enjoy the wonderful smell of fresh handmade
tortillas. The waterfront seating in the Island Time Restaurant
provides a spectacular view to go along with the incredible food.
After dinner, the Palapa Pirate Bar becomes the hot spot to
gather for soft drinks, beer, or a variety of high octane rum drinks.
The hands-down favorite drink is the bar’s famous Monkey Lala.
While you are there ask about the story of the Monkey Lala’s
origins. On Fridays a local band comes in to make sure everyone
gets a chance to dance the night away to island music. The
dancing is usually accompanied with tales and stories (very likely
not entirely true) set against the backdrop of spectacular sunset
views. The low impact, low density, and environmentally friendly
approach completes the owners’ “Livin’ the Life!” credo.
So you’re ready to go diving the pristine reefs of Port Royal, but
then you read the “no roads, no clubs, no shopping” part and
realize your non-diving spouse would NEVER agree to a
vacation that offered none of those things! Fear not. Diving may
be the only reason you go on vacation, but we realize that for

others a vacation requires much more. To accommodate those
who wish for the unparalleled luxury of cabanas on white sand
beaches, a pool for countless hours of soaking up the Caribbean
sun, and endless non-diving activities to keep them entertained,
Royal Playa Resort has partnered with the Parrot Tree
Plantation, a 200-acre resort just a couple miles west of Port
Royal Bay. They also have a full service marina and
condominiums for anyone who would like to live their ultimate
vacation getaway on a regular basis.
All of the guest rooms at Parrot Tree set the bar for luxury
extremely high. Their waterfront overlooking the marina has a
coffee shop, a conference room, retail shops, and a medical clinic.
The palapa restaurant and bar serve exceptional meals. The white
sand beach is complete with volleyball nets, cabanas, and
swimming in a protected lagoon. Their dive shop can set you up
with kayaks, stand-up paddle boards, and snorkeling equipment.
Regularly scheduled snorkel trips are offered for those who want
to visit the shallow areas of the reef. Diving guests staying at
Parrot Tree will board the Royal Playa’s dive boats in the marina
and will enjoy the same level of customer service as guests staying
at Royal Playa Resort.
Whether you are staying at Royal Playa Resort or Parrot Tree
Plantation, you can use your vacation to continue your dive
education with the full range of NAUI certifications, including
underwater photography and video. For those who are ready to
step up to NAUI leadership level, Divemaster and ITC programs
are available four times each year.
Whether you prefer the quiet, relaxed experience of the Royal
Playa Resort or the very upscale, luxurious Parrot Tree
Plantation, Royal Playa prides itself on its relaxed atmosphere,
pristine diving, and incredible local food. There are different
price points, different amenities, and different experiences
offered at the two resorts but only one place to get the incredible
diving available in Port Royal, Roatán. Check us out:
www.royalplayaroatan.com and www.parrottree.com.
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NAUI 2013 Just Dive
Photo Contest Winners
The results are in for the annual “Just Dive” photo contest! Thanks to all who
participated for sharing your great photos and stories of how you are living and
loving the “Just Dive” lifestyle! Your photos about exploration, friendships,
memories, and experiences were great examples of why we are divers! Judging is
always difficult due to the number of wonderful photos that we receive. If you didn't
win this year, look for our 2014 “Just Dive” Photo Contest and enter again!.

And the winners are....

Third Place
“Lionfish & Elizabeth” taken in in
Exumas, Bahamas, by Cliff Block from
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, U.S.A.
79PS large camera / video equipment
bag from Armor Bags.
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Second Place
“Sardines” by Yu Wing Chung from Hong Kong, China.
Wrist dive computer from Alboom Marine.
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First Place
“Hermit Crab” taken in Grand Cayman by Joe Lodmell (NAUI 42553) of Silver Spring, Maryland, U.S.A.
One week liveaboard scuba diving cruise from Blackbeard's Cruises.

NAUI thanks the Prize Sponsors of the 2013 “Just Dive” Photo Contest!
Please support them whenever possible!
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Freshwater Experience–
A portfolio of Subaquatic Encounters
BY JEAN-CHRISTOPHE GRIGNARD, NAUI 48973

I originally obtained a degree in biological sciences in 1992,
but I was always fond of photography and eventually
decided to cross the course of amateurism and become a
full-time photographer. So I began studies at the Cours des
Métiers d’Art du Hainaut and after three years attained the
photographer diploma in 1999.
I set out experimenting various techniques and developing my
“eye,” always searching for the image and for new feelings. In
2000, I combined my photography with my diving and
launched out in the fascinating world of underwater
photography.

environment and to depict the richness and the bio-diversity of our
lakes, seas, and oceans. I hope that my pictures contain a feeling
of fascination and liberty, each preserving a poignant moment.
In 2012, I published Dour ou les Trésors du Lagon Bleu,
first book of this kind in Belgium. Dour is a former quarry
located in Belgium, whose limestone rock gives it the
appearance of a blue lagoon. My images have been
exhibited in diverse places.

I hope that my pictures will help others discover and
appreciate the beauty and fragility of the aquatic
environment and that sharing them will draw others to value
Starting with a Nikonos V, I upgraded to a single-lens reflex and its and help protect our aquatic realm.
underwater housing. I now use a Nikon D800 in a Hugyfot housing
to preserve and allow others to appreciate the aquatic For more, visit my website: www.jcgrignard.com.
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Winners Announced
environmental and educational
organizations.
over time, thousands of entries have
come in from countries all over the
world. children from cultures as diverse
as the world population itself have
joined together to express their
concerns for the oceans and the
creatures that dwell in them.
This year’s contest theme was “save
the Manatee.”

Caring Award: Melody Mui Lok Ching

The international Poster contest for
Youth was created over 30 years ago by
John christopher Fine. The idea was to
bring children around the world
together to seek solutions for ocean
environmental problems through their
ideas and concerns expressed in art.
The contest was inspired by a teacher
in the south of France who had her
students draw posters for the
international film festival held there.
The contest is sponsored by the united
nations environment Programme, The
explorers club, nAui, the divers Alert
network, the nAui Green diver
initiative, and many other
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it is always difficult to obtain population
statistics on marine creatures. A Florida
Fish and Wildlife conservation
commission survey in 2010 found
5,087 Florida manatees, but this
was a record number over the normal
count of 2,000 to 2,500. Florida
manatee deaths from human-related
causes average over 200 per year.
Many are struck by boats and boat
propellers, and large numbers die from
stress due to loss of warm-water
habitats due to development. Pollution
and red tide poisonings are also causes
of manatee deaths.
There are three recognized manatee
species: the West indian manatee (of
which the Florida manatee is a
subspecies), the Amazonian manatee,
and the West African manatee. The
Florida manatee is on the u.s.
endangered species list.
Manatees breed only occasionally and
have a long gestation period. The warm
Florida rivers are areas where
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speedboats navigate, and many
manatees are killed or maimed by boat
strikes. Manatees can only survive
when water temperature does not go
below 68°F (20°c), so extreme cold
snaps also result in manatee deaths.
Finalists in save the Manatee poster
contest were judged by world-renowned
marine-life artist Wyland. Wyland has
painted well over a hundred murals all
over the world calling attention to the
plight of whales and other endangered
marine creatures. His sculptures in
bronze, his artistry on canvas, his
books, and creative genius have earned
him worldwide recognition.
Winners are chosen in two age-group
categories—primary and secondary
school ages. Winners in each receive
medals for first, second, and third
prizes. Judges also select entries that
merit honorable mention awards.
Beginning in 2008, a new special
caring Award was designated in
memory of eight-year-old darl christin
Harlan desamero, a winner from the
Philippines. Her beautiful entry won an
award, but she died before the
recognition reached her. Judges
designate an entry that demonstrates
caring and love of the ocean realm.
This year’s awards in the secondary
school age group go to: First Prize:
Tsang Wing Tung, age 19, 12th grade,
school of creativity, Kowloon, Hong
Kong, china; second Prize: Anajali
chandraashmekar age 19, 12th grade,
india; Third Prize: Lam Yan, age 18,

Left to Right: First Prize (Primary): Serena Zhang, Second Prize (Primary): Belinda Chak Seng, Third Prize (Primary): Timothy Li

Left to Right: First Prize (Secondary): Tsang Wing Tung Second Prize (Secondary): Anajali Chandraashmekar Third Prize (Secondary): Lam Yan

attached to the back of the poster. no
fees have ever been charged, and entry
is always free. in some cases nations
have organized their own national
The darl christin Harlan desamero
special caring Award has been awarded poster contests on the chosen theme
and winners of national contests have
to Melody Mui Lok ching, age 12, 6th
been sent to new York for judging in the
grade at simply Art school in Hong
international contest.
Kong, china.

12th grade at chong Hok Tong
educational center, Hong Kong, china.
Honorable Mentions go to Kwok Tsz
Ying, china; Goh Wem sze, Malaysia;
Justen Paul Tolentino, Philippines;
sabrina Lu, china; Wong Hang chi,
china; chan sze Wing, china;
shamaine Kwan, china.

Jill chole Tolentino, Phillipines; Yan Hok
Wan, Hong Kong, china.

Primary school age winners are: First
Prize: serena Zhang, age 11, 6th grade
sharron Art center, Flushing, new York,
usA; second Prize: Belinda chak seng,
age 12, 6th grade, simply Art school,
Hong Kong, china; Third Prize: Timothy
Li, age 11, 6th grade, Art corner, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, usA. Honorable
Mentions in the primary school age
category go to: emie Pickard, canada;
Aniketh umesh, san Jose, california,
usA; suketh srivatsan, Bangalore,
india; Maria Angelica Tejada, Phillipines;

The 2013-2014 international Poster
contest for Youth theme is “save
Billfish.” Joining the list of sponsoring
organizations for this contest are the
Billfish Foundation, the Guy Harvey
ocean Foundation, and Pacific Fins
Guatemala. contest rules may be
obtained from
www.naui.org/internationalPostercontes
t.aspx or will be emailed to entrants by
contacting doublesm45@aol.com.
entries must conform to contest rules
and must have a signed entry form
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Entries for the 2013-2014 Save
Billfish theme must be received
in New York by December 31,
2014. Because contestants
come from all over the world
and often from remote areas,
the full year gives teachers,
schools and national sponsors
time to announce the contest
and organize. Visit www.naui.org
for more information.
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Diving for a Cause
in Southeast Asia:
SAVING PHILIPPINE REEFS
BY ETHAN Y. LUCAS, NAUI 39484

Dive magazines often feature articles that eloquently communicate a broad
range of topics falling under the overarching theme of “environmental
awareness.” Topics including climate change and ocean acidification, marine
protected areas (MPAs), overfishing, pollution, conservation,and marine policy
serve to educate a cadre of divers interested in learning more about the earth’s
underwater environment.
Divers themselves are in a unique position to notice changes in underwater
environments if they visit the same sites frequently enough. There may be
fluctuations in the numbers of fish or perhaps changes in the variety and
quality of habitats such as coral reefs. We take notice of these changes but are
often left wondering what we can do to help improve the situations we observe.
If you have ever desired to join a team of marine scientists to assess
underwater environments, perhaps an innovative environmental organization
in the Philippines could offer you an exceptional and rewarding adventure for
your next dive trip.
COASTAL CONSERVATION AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION
Dr. Alan White is the founder and president of the Coastal Conservation and
Education Foundation, Inc. (CCEF), an innovative non-profit organization that
works at the community level to implement best practices in coastal zone
management. Since the 1980s, Dr. White and his wife Vangie White, the
organization’s co-founder and secretary, have been guiding divers from around
the world to monitor the changing conditions of the coral reefs in the
Philippines. This unique project of CCEF is called the “Saving Philippine Reefs”
expedition or SPR for short.

Endowed with some of the most spectacular underwater vistas in the
world, Philippine coral reefs provide a home to many of the largest and
smallest reef inhabitants that divers desire to observe. Everything from
whale sharks to pygmy seahorses can be found in these fertile waters.
Not only are coral reefs beautiful to observe, they also act as buffers to
shoreline communities during storms, generate valuable income for
local economies, and provide a critical source of protein for the millions
of Filipino citizens who live in coastal areas.
It is no secret that coral reefs in the Philippines and around the world are
under threat from a variety of pressures. Reefs are battling a changing
global climate, an altered ocean chemistry, and multiple impacts from
human activities taking place on the land and in the water. Without
healthy and functioning coral reef ecosystems, the Philippines and the
other countries of the Coral Triangle region would face an unimaginable
crisis. These are but a few of the many reasons CCEF is working so hard
to protect the Philippine coastal environment.
CCEF maintains one of the oldest, continuous datasets of coral reef
observations in the country and this information is used to enhance local
management efforts to protect these reefs. In many instances this data
has been used to establish marine protected areas (MPAs) that are cared
for and guarded by the local communities themselves. In recent years
many of these communities have begun to experience again the benefits
that a restored, healthy, and protected coral reef ecosystem can provide.
SAVING PHILIPPINE REEFS
How can you help out? Even if you do not have a degree in marine biology,
you are welcome to join a Saving Philippine Reefs expedition hosted by
CCEF. Divers of all experience levels can participate in the SPR data
collection activities and acquire a new underwater skill set while having
fun at the same time. Depending on the area to be monitored, SPR
expeditions are either land or live aboard based and average eight days
in length, including travel. SPR expedition sites include the world famous
Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park (a UNESCO world heritage site), the Bohol
Marine Triangle, Cebu Island, and the renowned diving area of Anilao,
Batangas. Each expedition site is monitored every four years, enough
time for measureable changes to occur on the reefs.
Upon arrival in the country, all guests are trained by the knowledgeable
CCEF staff to identify basic coral shapes (morphologies), how to deploy a
transect line (used to measure specific locations underwater), and how to
use specially designed slate boards to record underwater observations. A
practice dive is conducted before the start of the official expedition,
providing an opportunity for everyone to practice these new underwater
tasks and to increase comfort levels. While the majority of observations
are recorded underwater while on scuba, observations are also recorded
at shallower depths using snorkel gear in between morning and
afternoon dives.
The typical scientific dive routine consists of a morning dive after
breakfast, a snorkel during the surface interval after the first dive, lunch,
an afternoon dive and dinner. Non-scientific night dives are offered for
those who desire to observe the underwater nightlife. Dr. White and the
CCEF staff understand that guests want to maximize the amount of time
spent underwater, so upon completion of the data collection phase of
each dive, pre-determined buddy teams pair up to explore and take
photos for the remainder of their tanks.

Many guests make it a point to participate in this uniquely management of the survey site. These results will be used
fulfilling and enriching dive experience year after year.
to provide strong guidance for local coral reef managers on
how to best manage activities taking place within their
coral reef management areas. Guidance provided by CCEF
THE RESULTS
What happens to all of the data that is collected during the has been instrumental in improving the management of all
course of an SPR expedition? Each evening, after the day’s SPR sites, including the Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park, the
diving activities have been successfully completed, guests crown jewel of the Philippine diving experience. The
transcribe the data from their slate boards to the CCEF benefits of improved management are not just retained at
digital server via laptop computer. With the data safely the monitoring site. Improved management at multiple
stored in the CCEF computer system, CCEF staff will sites can contribute to increased coral reef resilience at
compile this information and add it to the time series of scales beyond those of political jurisdictions.
data that has been collected during previous SPR
expeditions. Upon their return to the office in Cebu City, A copy of this robust scientific report will be given to all
CCEF staff will begin to crunch the numbers and analyze guests for a job well done, but this is not the only reward
the results to figure out how the coral reef ecosystem has divers receive. The overall experience of taking part in a
successful conservation effort is also a tremendous
changed since the last monitoring session.
reward, and a treasure-trove of colorful memories and
Once the in-depth analysis has been finalized, an official pictures will be taken home by each guest, memories that
CCEF report will be authored and the results turned over detail new friendships forged, vivid underwater
and interpreted to all local stakeholders involved in the experiences captured, and warm interactions experienced
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with local communities. Stories will be recounted to friends and family
members regarding the legendary Filipino hospitality, delicious local
foods tasted, and hilarious interactions with the charismatic CCEF staff.
Participating in a CCEF Saving Philippine Reefs expedition just might be
the pinnacle of your diving adventures.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
To receive information on when, where and how to participate in the next
Saving Philippine Reefs expedition, please contact Vangie White by either
email or phone: vangiewhite@hawaiiantel.net; phone: +1 808-262-1091.
YOU CAN FIND OUT MORE AT:
• Coastal Conservation and Education Foundation, Inc.: www.coast.ph
• Saving Philippine Reefs: www.coast.ph/our-work/projects/savingphilippine-reefs
• 2013 SPR Trip Summary: www.coast.ph/news/saving-philippine-reefsexpedition-2013-moalboal-badian-cebu
NAUI Instructor Ethan Y. Lucas became involved with CCEF and SPR in
2006 as a U.S. Peace Corps Volunteer in Cebu, Philippines. During his
three years in the Philippines and for four years afterwards Ethan
served as Divemaster for the SPR Expeditions. He is currently living in
Monterey, California, and working for the sustainable seafood nongovernment organization FishWise (http://fishwise.org), based out of
Santa Cruz, California.
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THE GROTTA DEL BUE MARINO IN SARDINIA
BY PIERPAOLO MONTALI, NAUI 44674 / PHOTOS: © BY MARIO SPAGNOLETTI

Accompanied by Beatrice Anghileri of Ichnusa Diving, we were in the town of Cala Gonone
in Sardinia at the technical diving center of our friend Fabio Sagheddu and planning
to dive the first few hundred meters of the north branch of the famous Grotta del Bue Marino,
located near the beautiful beach of Cala Luna.
This sea cave is one of the best known tourist destinations in Sardinia. It is located on
the Gulf of Orosei and is visited by thousands of tourists who populate the island every summer.
The beauty and variety of its great salt concretions attract the visitors, who arrive in
large tour boats, almost all of which depart from the port of Cala Gonone.
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The Grotta del Bue Marino was known in antiquity. Petroglyphs
dating from about 4000 BCE have been discovered on a
concretion in front of the entrance to the sea, and archaeological
traces have been found in a room of the interior. In antiquity the
area became famous as a breeding and nesting site for the now
critically endangered Mediterranean monk seal. Bue marino (“sea
ox”) is the local name for these seals, which once congregated in
large numbers along the coast. But the seals could not withstand
the changes wrought by the industrial revolution, two world wars,
and pressures of increasing human population. Once widespread
in the Mediterranean and nearby areas of the Atlantic coast, the
seals suffered severe losses throughout the 20th century, and their
numbers are now reduced to only about 600 hundred individuals,
distributed in a very few sites in the Mediterranean.

Sa Rutta and S’Orcu caves have not been successful although georadar shows only a 250 meter distance separating the Bue Marino
and S’Orcu.
Measured against all this, our small planned dive may seem pretty
insignificant, but our purpose was not to push the cave or lay virgin
line. Our presence here had a different meaning, that of witnesses.
Preceded by those who were more experienced than us and
discovered and laid out the system of tunnels and twists and turns,
we were there to see for ourselves the beauty of the Bue Marino
and to capture images of some of that beauty to share with others.

The clarity of the water as we entered the north branch of the cave
emphasized the green light reflected onto the rocks by the fine
white sand of the sea bottom outside the entrance, but we soon
The Grotta del Bue Marino is easily reached by sea. It can be passed into darkness. After only a few kicks we found we were
reached by land via a coastal path that begins south of Cala Gonon moving along a thermocline where the cooler fresh water was
and runs along the edge of the high coastal cliffs. A walkway at its separated from the warmer seawater. The thermocline / halocline
end communicates with one of the cave entrances.
was an unexpected surprise, but we quickly adapted.
Schematically, the cave is divided into three branches, apparently Fabio led the team as he reeled out 70 meters (77 yards) of guide
not communicating but converging extraordinarily close to the sea, line to the permanent line. When we continued Fabio proceeded
where they open with two high and spectacular entrances.
slowly with his DPV, but it proved hard to frame our subjects that
slid past us as we finned. We made pauses in our progress to
Leading from the entrance, the north branch is characterized by a capture our images and videos.
series of large galleries whose walls show clear signs of past higher
sea levels. Along these galleries are three lakes. The first, Lago At one point I stopped and noticed Fabio in an air bell. Then he
Smeraldo (Emerald Lake), is directly accessible from the sea put his head back under, and we passed on along a submerged
through a short water passage. The Sala della Dama Bionda (Hall incline between the stone walls.
of the Blonde Woman) is located at the lake’s interior end. The
name is from the effect of sunlight, which produces a magical The granular appearance of the water and the rocks at the
effect on the light entering through an underwater connection with halocline where sea and fresh water mixed created strange effects
the sea.
and bounced the light from our powerful lights, giving a sequence
of emotions.
Then there is Lago Abissale (Abyssal Lake), which is located at the
bottom of an old fracture on the side of the old tourist path and We swam up and surfaced at an elevated dry walkway where
which owes its name to the fact that it appears dark and tourists were passing in the cave. As our heads emerged out of
unfathomable. The underwater route that links to the Abyssal Lake nowhere, they looked at us like one might look at an elf poking its
is about 500 meters (550 yards) long.
head out of a hole in a tree trunk in the middle of a forest.
Finally, Lago Nero (Black Lake) is located at the end of a sandy
meander that, with a drop of about 8 meters (26 feet), dives
directly to it. It is a few tens of meters from Abyssal Lake and is
part of the so-called Ramo dei Cecoslovacchi (Branch of the
Czechs), the largest part of the north branch, about 7000 meters
(4.3 miles) long with 42 air passages and many lakes between
sumps. All is part of an underground river system that has
significant water flow during heavy rains.

From time to time Fabio signaled us of the tightness and difficulty
of various upcoming passages. Mario and I must move carefully
and not obstruct each other’s view as we take our photographs and
video.

Our dive lasted just over an hour as we roamed through the north
branch of the cave. At the end of the dive, we saw the clear light
glowing at the end of the darkened entry passage, and we returned
to normal life, filled with the memory of what we had
The interior lakes are mainly fresh water, and some are as much as accomplished and seen and photographed and at the same time
10 meters (30 feet) wide and 200 meters (650 feet) long. Beautiful with the calm serenity that diving always restores.
concretions, basins, and columns all along the route indicate that
the cave was formed when the sea level was much lower.
After it was over, Fabio told us that we were, after all, very good.
Only a short time before, he said, another photographer had
The earliest map of the Grotta del Bue Marino is a 1954 sketch by problems with a dive tht was much less extensive than ours. One
Francesco Pisanu and Dino Giacobbe of the Gruppo Grotte can be a good diver, but a submerged cave is one extreme
Nuorese. It depicts the north and south branches of the cave with environment within another extreme environment. Cave diving is
notes, suggestive assumptions, and observations. Mapping only for people who are properly prepared, always aware when
continued as the explored length of the cave system increased, taking an important action, and conscious of their personal
and precise surveys began to appear in the 1970s and ’80s. By limitations and know to say no when they need to.
2007, a series of explorations by cavers from many countries had
established the existence of a vast intermittently submerged Special thanks to the Sardegna Speleologica: Bollettino della
system with some 7000 meters (4.3 miles) of passages and Federazione Speleologica Sarda and to Leo Fancello, who wrote
freshwater lakes connected by 42 sumps. So far, attempts to the April 2009 article that provided us the fundamental
connect the Grotta del Bue Marino with branches of nearby information about this beautiful cave.
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Stop, Breathe, Think, Act
By Randy Beckmann, NAUI 50556
I was reminded today of the sometimes
inadequate relationship of cost to a service
provided when a friend told me the charge she
was quoted for a simple appraisal on an item
she possessed. It seems she had found some
old silverware once owned by her mother.
Thinking it might be valuable she decided to
have it appraised before attempting to sell it.
The appraisal price she was quoted was
almost as much as the silverware was worth.

instructors, do just to prepare for our class,
often when this involves only one or two
students. Too often, when you put the
calculator (or nowadays your phone) to it for
an hourly wage equivalent, your rate comes
in so far below those other, less critical areas
that it’s almost insulting.

do you find instruction in what could be a
life-threatening activity taught with so much
enthusiasm, patience, and concern for
another person’s safety than in scuba.

T R A I N I N G

That physician who saw you for only fifteen
minutes would never consider working for your
hourly wage. But, you say, he (or she) put years
If asked, most people would say that those
of study and education into his/her craft. But
jobs that require the most skill, have the most didn’t you do the same? We are constantly
risk, and are done by the fewest people have the practicing our skills, reading and studying new
This caused me to think of all those services highest pay. But that just isn’t the case. Actually, techniques, evaluating methods, etc., etc. So
for which we pay and the relationship between most people in the U.S. who earn the most are
your prospective students should stop, take a
price and that service: the plumber who
merely just managing their own assets.
breath, think, and then decide whether they
charges $300 to fix the handle on our toilet,
want that bargain-priced class down the street
Yes, we say we teach scuba for the “love of it”
or the appraiser who charges $400 or more for
or your class, though it just might be more
or “because of the joy we see when someone
30 minutes of time to affix a market value on
expensive. If you have a chance, remind them
experiences that first breath underwater.” But
our home, just to name a few.
of the seriousness of the training that they are
what we need to remember is that we are
about to undertake and that sometimes one
And that reminded me of all those 5:00 a.m. teaching individuals, some of whom are no
might just get what they pay for. Serious
weekends, checking dive and safety gear,
more than ten years old and just beginning
students will opt for quality, but you have to
surveying diving conditions, setting floats and their lives, to do something that is totally
show them your “quality difference.”
lines, and doing all those other things we, as unnatural—breathe underwater. Where else

It's Membership Renewal Time
Don’t forget and go inactive!
Renew your NAUI membership now!
Renew online in the Members’ Area at www.naui.org or use the membership renewal form on page 13.
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Sarasota Bay Watch 2013
Scallop Restoration Project

T R A I N I N G

Sarasota Bay Watch (SBW) is a nonprofit
organization that is committed to protecting
and restoring Sarasota Bay’s ecosystem
through community education and citizen
participation. One of their projects is an
Annual Monofilament Cleanup, which this
year netted 800 pounds (360 kilos) of trash
and monofilament fishing line. Another is
their Scallop Restoration Project.
Sarasota Bay Watch got an early start to
scallop restoration this year, releasing its first
batch of 6.7 million scallop larvae on
September 12th. They quickly followed up the
initial release with additional releases of 5.5
million and 9 million larvae, the latter in the
middle of historic flooding rainstorms! That’s
21 million scallops into the bay. Scallop
larvae need to get into the bay 10 days after
spawning when they are ready to settle out
of the water onto sea grass, so SBW volunteers
were on the water rain or shine to get the
job done.
SBW depends on donations to fund batches
of larvae for release and were able to release
one more small batch of 1 million at the end
of October. They are hoping to release more,
but that may be the last for this season.
This year SBW also kept 100,000 scallop
larvae at the Bay Shellfish Co. so that the
hatchery could grow them up to juvenile stage
of about 1 mm to 3 mm. This is an expensive
step, and the capacity to grow juveniles is
much less than that for larvae. However, it is a
very exciting development because not only
are the baby scallops large enough to see and
touch, but it also enables SBW to release
scallops at a later point in their life cycle,
which hopefully will help avoid early life cycle
predation. Since so little is known about
successful scallop restoration, SBW is trying
several different approaches to re-establish
stable breeding populations in Sarasota Bay.
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Although the top picture may look like
magnified grains of sand, it is a photo of the
early juvenile scallops.
Sarasota Bay Watch volunteers used a
tubing/pipe/funnel device to deliver their
juveniles directly into the sea grass to help
avoid fish attacking them as they settled to the
bottom. The bottom photo shows our “SBW
scallop injector” in action. The baby scallops
are poured into the funnel, and clear bay
water is used to help flush them through. (On
the right is Charlie Hunsiker, Director of
Natural Resources and Parks and Recreation
for Manatee County, Florida.)
The juveniles released into the bay should be
bigger, stronger and brighter by now. They’ll
look for them in late winter as young adults.
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Since its inception the Sarasota Bay Watch
Scallop Restoration Project has released over
50 million scallops into the bay in Sarasota
and Manatee Counties. This is a great first
step in this long term project.
SBW wishes to thank all their Scallop
Restoration Partners, especially Sarasota Yacht
Club, Mote Marine Laboratory, Guy Harvey
Ocean Foundation, Mar Vista Restaurant,
State of Florida Fish and Wildlife Research
Institute, Bay Shellfish Co., Sarasota Bay
Estuary Program, and START and all the
individuals, businesses, and organizations
that support them in so many different ways.
[Editor’s note: NAUI Green Diver Initiative
is also a contributor to the Sarasota Bay
Watch project.]
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Basic Safety Skills
By Bob Kaschalk, NAUI 47598

T R A I N I N G

Scuba and swimming share some basic skills
for safety: coordinated breathing, bobbing,
back floating and recovery, prone float and
recovery, turning over front to back and
turning over back to front. These are simple
safety skills that every diver should learn to do
without effort. Here are some effective
approaches to teaching them and a bit about
why we should teach them.
It’s important that the new diver become
“water safe” and psychologically as well as
physically comfortable on and below the
surface. The netherworld between surface and
depth should not be “breeched” but rather
smoothly transitioned.
I. Rhythmic, Coordinated Breathing
Rhythmic, coordinated breathing is key to
relaxation as well as the learning of the initial
skill of breathing through a scuba regulator.
The following exercise can be performed first
without a regulator and then with a regulator.
Being relaxed, comfortable, and trusting your
gear (the scuba regulator) are the goals.
A. Perform in waist deep water while not
wearing mask.
B. Take a deep breath through your mouth.

component of the water safety skill of survival
floating for a new diver’s certification,
bobbing can be easily and quickly added to
prepare a diver to check his or her weighting
when donning scuba gear. It is a skill that can
be performed in a survival float and also
performed to check if the diver is properly
weighted.
A. Perform in waist deep water.
B. Begin in standing position and inhale.
C. Sit.
D. Exhale to submerge.
E. Remain submerged for a count of five.
F. Scull with hands to rise.
G. Inhale when face above water.
H. Without standing, repeat inhalations and
exhalations developing a rhythm of
breathing for bobbing.
Optional Approaches

Begin standing and slowly lower face, chin
first in order to desensitize stimulation and
prevent startle response. Have diver choose
when they will slowly submerge to empower
them and give them a sense of control.

III. Back Float and Recovery
A smooth, calm, and controlled back float
and recovery is an important skill to master
D. Exhale through your nose.
without and with scuba. A “sister” to bobbing
in survival float mode, an effective back float
E. Exhale through your mouth.
and recovery can be lifesaving in a “lost at
Bubbles should flow out slowly and smoothly
sea” scenario.
during exhalation.
A. At surface become vertical in deep water.
II. Bobbing
C. Put your face in the water while holding
your breath.

Bobbing as a water / swimming survival
technique can be combined with survival
floating. In addition to the mandatory
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B. Tuck chin.
C. Pull knees towards chest.
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D. Scoop hands forward.
E. Thrust legs and feet out.
F. Tilt head back and look up.
G Arch back.
H. Lift hips toward surface to plane out in
back float.
I. Reverse order to recover.
Optional Approach

Instructor gives visual cue / demonstration
to tuck chin. Instructor gives verbal cue /
demonstration to close into clam shell
position by bringing knees toward face.
IV. Prone Float and Recovery
The prone float and recovery is kind of like
what you’d expect—similar to the back float
and recovery but on your stomach. It’s an
important safety and survival skill to be able
to perform and to feel comfortable switching
between back and prone.
A. While standing in shallow water,
extend arms.
B. Take breath and fall forward.
C. Extend legs out behind to prone float.
D. Pull knees toward chest.
E. Press hands down toward bottom.
F. Thrust feet down toward bottom.
G. With knees under chest lift head,
V. Turning / Rolling Over (Front to
Back)
The ability to roll or turn over while on your
back or on your face in the water should not
be taken for granted or minimized in its
importance.

training
A. Lower one shoulder.
B. Turn head toward opposite shoulder.
C. Lead with elbow toward direction you’re
rolling and look up.
VI. Turning / Rolling Over (Back to
Front)
Rolling over from front to back and back to
front obviously share some similarities.
A. Lower one shoulder.
B. Turn head toward same shoulder.
C. Bring opposite arm up and over chest
while rotating hips.

As scuba instructors we have an obligation to
ensure that our divers are water safe and water
effective and to teach basic water safety. The
next time you instruct confined water skills
consider including these: coordinated
breathing, bobbing, back floating and
recovery, prone float and recovery, and turning
over, front to back and back to front at the top
of the pool before you venture below.

By Robert M. Monaghan, NAUI 8256
One of the best night dives I ever had took
place on a single coral head in 15 feet of
water. My buddy and I simply used our
narrow beam dive lights to inspect the
nocturnal activity around a single coral head.
We agreed to stay on that coral head for the
duration of the dive. Naturally, in only 15 feet
of water, our air supply lasted seemingly
forever. During that time, we got a chance to
really look at some intricate and interrelated
reef night life. I counted scores of tiny hermit
crabs, saw hundreds of juvenile fish, some
immature morays, and all manner of tiny
reef inhabitants. There were hundreds (and
perhaps thousands) of things to see in this
one closet-sized piece of reef.
I returned with a number of advanced divers
who agreed to my zany night dive suggestion.
“Spend a whole night dive on just one tiny
piece of reef?”, they said. But there is a lot of
magic waiting to be found, if only we will
take the time to really look for it. The
smallest denizens of the deep can be some of
the biggest wonders. I guarantee some of the
most amusing creatures will only be found by
stopping and really looking.

become a required exercise in really seeing
what you are looking at. Narrow beam lights
help ensure that we focus our total attention
on just the tiny area of reef under inspection.
For other divers, you can make a game out
of this exercise in really looking at what is on
the reef. Have your divers briefly list and
identify all the critters they see on the coral
head. You may need some extra slates—carry
plenty with you. Give a prize for whoever finds
the most hermit crabs, the most different sea
urchins, the most species of anemones, or the
most new critters they have never seen before.
Have them keep a slate listing their new finds.
You will get lots of unique descriptions on
their slates, like “itty-bitty purple fishlings
with fluorescent yellow dots” and “bright
orange balls on purple rod anemones.” I
guarantee that even your most experienced
reef divers will suddenly see all kinds of
things that they have never seen before.

T R A I N I N G

Well there you have it. Six basic water safety
skills every diver should know and be able to
easily perform. As land creatures who aspire
to be sea creatures, being comfortable and
safe at and below the surface is not only a
good idea but can be critical to our safety.

The One-Coral-Head Dive

Be forewarned. You had better have some
excellent coral reef field guides to help
identify these finds. Otherwise, your students
will be going crazy trying to describe and
identify what they saw underwater.

For my advanced underwater photography
students, this single-coral-head dive has
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The BIG LIE You May Have Believed

T R A I N I N G

By Christopher Richardson, NAUI 17055
I first heard of it while I was in a sales
meeting in 2006. At the time I was the
Southeast sales manager for one of the major
scuba brands, and we had all gathered to hear
about our latest new products, sales, and
promotions, discussion on what the “folks on
the ground” (Reps) were hearing and seeing
in the field, and also to hear what “the
Adults” were talking about (what our boss
was hearing in discussion with the bosses at
other big brands, training agencies, DEMA,
large retailers, etc.).

Over the next seven years I watched as this
little nugget and gem became accepted
industry lore as it was spread from dive shop
to dive shop by eager representatives of the
various stakeholders that had bought into this
line of thinking. Soon dive stores across the
nation were well versed in the mindset that
So there I sat as it was explained to us that
anybody who walked through their doors who
the younger generations—Gen X (1965was not a baby boomer was only there to
1979) and even more so the Millennials or
experience scuba and get a “scuba license,”
Generation Y (1980-2000)—were no longer
that these potential customers had zero
interested in pursuing scuba as a “lifestyle.”
intention of pursuing continuing education
Instead they were coming into dive shops
or buying gear. Every younger face was
looking only to check something off their
greeted by a storeowner, manager, or
personal “bucket list.” I sat there as virtually employee who had been conditioned to
the only sales manager who belonged to one
believe that this younger individual who
of the aforementioned generations and was
walked in and said, “I want to learn how to
simply stunned at this news.
dive” was really saying, “I want to fill a
I would like to say I sat quietly and absorbed check-off box on my bucket list, so I need a
this valuable and groundbreaking revelation scuba card, and I need it fast and cheap, and
of marketing information and mulled it over you will never see me again, so don’t try to
sell me any of your overpriced scuba gear
while excited to run to my dealers and tell
them that we finally had a reason for the lack either.” Not surprisingly, these younger
of non-baby boomer participation! Oh the joy! customers seemed to prove the myth.
Finally we were starting to understand what
This weekend at a dive show in the Midwest I
we were seeing; it could all be fixed! But I
had no fewer than three of my fellow dive
didn’t sit there quietly: I bypassed my very
industry pros share this little nugget with me.
inefficient brain-to-mouth filter and stated
It’s BULL. Complete and utter BULL. We
that I disagreed—in the manner that only a
diesel boat submariner that I used to be can. bought into it, and it’s killing us.
I was given a death-ray stare by my boss as
he explained that the industry had done
extensive and expensive research and reached
this conclusion, that the baby boomers
remained the important demographic that we
as an industry needed to continue to pursue. I
muttered something about developing a
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“funeral home prospecting kit” and decided
to shut up on this particular matter as
now the entire room of baby boomers was
giving me the evil eye for discussing their
looming demise.
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First of all, think about when you were
young. You weren’t pursuing a “bucket list,”
you were invincible! You were trying new
things, new people, new sports, and possibly
even stuff that you don’t want your spouse,
children, or parents (possibly the law as well)
to know about even today. You walked into a
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dive shop, and you wanted to learn to dive. If
it’s fun and cool, you will keep doing it.
If it’s not, you won’t. Sometimes things really
are simple.
I can hear people saying, “But kids today live
on their smartphones, buried in social media,
and they don’t want to actually engage in
activities outside.” That couldn’t be more
wrong. Those kids are sharing their life, and
more than anything, they want to share an
awesome life: one filled with beautiful people,
places, experiences, and adventure. They want
to be the star in their own reality show that
they produce on that silly little smartphone,
using social media as the medium of their life
memories much as 35mm film was the
medium of our memories. I’m jealous of that
actually, I don’t have such a scrapbook of my
life to share with my loved ones, no well
recorded and documented personal history for
my daughter to one day see her old man
when he was young. Too many moves and too
busy making sure I never spent a minute
doing what I didn’t love to do, and stuff got
left behind. I sure wish I had it now, and that
my parents had...but I digress.
We moan about them not buying into our
“lifestyle.” Why Would They? They don’t even
know what it is. We shut them out when we
decided they wouldn’t buy in. We pre-judged
them and found them lacking, and they
responded in turn by simply finding us not
worth being around.
It’s been a perfect storm. We decided they
had a bucket list and they only wanted to
“experience” scuba. We also embraced better
methodologies of academic learning for new
divers during the same period. How does that
correlate? Let me elaborate a little.
Current academic teaching is mostly
presented as self-directed home study, mostly

training
computer based, and lately mostly online.
The results of this approach to teaching the
academic principles of diving have been
proven to be more effective than the old
style of lectures when it comes to retention
of knowledge by our students. That’s a
good thing.

benefits are what it does. People buy the
benefits, not the features. The academics of a
dive class are our features, the “war stories”
and the lifestyle are the benefits. That is what
they actually want! We need to share them if
we expect people to buy them. Ask any sales
professional how showing features without the
benefits works out for them.
Show the dive lifestyle. Don’t just bemoan
that people who have never seen something
don’t want it. Run a class that is taught by
your youngest instructor and enroll young
adult students. Let them form a dive club of
young adult divers. I promise you, the first
thing they will do is make a Facebook group
and tweet about it.

something the way their grandparents now
do is an adventure.
We know most of this in our hearts. We’ve
been so worried about following the trend and
marketing diving as “easy” and “safe” (It isn’t.
It’s forgiving of little mistakes quite often—
until it isn’t. Then it’s deadly.) that WE, the
dive industry, have suppressed the adventure,
hidden the lifestyle, and then wondered why
people aren’t terribly impressed or excited.

T R A I N I N G

However, what have we lost? We no longer
spend as much time with our students. Less
time equals less relationships. Less
relationship equals less continuing education.
And less continuing education equals less
equipment sales. If they do buy, they are
going to find the lowest price possible because
frankly, they don’t know you, and they don’t
care about you, and they expect that you in
turn care nothing for them. So why would
they buy something from you—especially if
it’s more expensive? They don’t know you, let
alone like or respect and most importantly
TRUST you. You can be the cheapest dive
shop in town, and unless your shop is located
at an awesome dive site in a warm location
where people travel to dive, you will NEVER
get a volume that makes selling low-margin
gear sales a good idea. So forget about selling
gear or continuing education to these folks—
or dive travel or tank fills. And when they
don’t buy equipment they don’t need service.
That’s not going to end well.

Those kids are sharing their life,
and more than anything, they want to
share an awesome life: one filled with
beautiful people, places, experiences,
and adventure.

The problem is NOT the newer generations.
It is NOT the economy. (We’ve been
underperforming the economy for years.) It is
NOT shorter courses. (When they are taught
well while taking advantage of modern
methods, you make a comfortable, safe diver
who is ready for the adventures of diving.)
During your open water dives, bring a grill,
break bread with your students, talk, and have The problem is the face looking at us from
the mirror. Until we recognize that what we
fun. Don’t try to free up their afternoon
because you think “they want to do it as quick have been doing and believing as an industry
these last 15 years has been an abject failure,
Does this mean a return to lectures? Not if
as possible!” Make it SOCIAL—because it’s
you’re smart. It means spending more time
FUN. Learn to connect with your customer base nothing will get better.
doing other activities. Spend an evening going using social media. Sometimes it sucks, and it
It’s time we stopped blaming the young for
over equipment, another evening discussing
is work, and we may not like that it involves
our problems. Without them we have no
dive safety in person. Have coffee and donuts putting ourselves “out there.” But quite frankly future. If you REALLY believe THEY are the
(or carrot juice and celery sticks). Make
if you don’t use it, you really do need to start
problem, may I suggest you volunteer with
personal presentations on dive travel, aquatic putting your flyers in funeral homes.
SUDS or any of the many Wounded Warriors
life, and continuing education part of your
None of these ideas are new. In fact, they are scuba programs? The young men and women
course. Show images on a projector or flatyou will meet there have been fighting a 12screen monitor from your PC, tablet, or phone as old as dirt; and in fact, it was how our
year war for us. They show strength, integrity,
industry became an industry. Making a scuba
(NOT from your old Kodak carousel!) that
and courage of their convictions. And they are
tank from an old fire extinguisher, taking a
you and your customers have taken in the
every bit as worthy as any generation.
12-week scuba course, or diving in a wool
adventures you have done together!
sweater SUCKED. But it was an adventure,
I’d like to know your thoughts about the
We have discouraged “war stories” in the
and the people were awesome. Somewhere
teaching of diving today. You can write me:
instructional setting because they detracted
along the way we lost that. We made diving
sescubarep@bellsouth.net. Or send a
from the educational process. That doesn’t
so easy that grandparents could do it with
“letter to the editor” to Peter Oliver at:
mean we should get rid of them altogether! In their grandkids, and then we wonder why
Sources (poliver@naui.org) and tell the
the grandkids don’t think that doing
sales, features are things something has, the
NAUI membership.
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Training Agreement, What’s That?

T R A I N I N G

By Matthew Smith, NAUI 51346
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While enrolling a new student in a NAUI dive
course, the paperwork can be repetitive and
overwhelming. This is especially true for a new
NAUI Scuba Diver just beginning to experience
the wonders of diving. The Medical History
Form, NAUI Waiver and Release, being a
witness for another student, and personal
information on the Student Record Folder are
a few of the forms and signatures required.
However, another NAUI form exists that some
dive professionals may not be aware of or do
not use. This NAUI form is the NAUI Statement
of Understanding and Student Learning
Agreement for Skin and Scuba Diving
Training. So, let’s discuss the Who, What,
When, Where, and Why about this form.

is or modifed as a template for any classes that
you may teach. Primarily, the form details all
costs, materials, and financial expectations
required from the student for the training. It
also provides space where the instructor or dive
center can list everything that is included and
will be provided to the student in the course.
This is extremely valuable for the dive
professional or retail center because this
agreement confirms the financial obligations
and requirements about the course you are
offering. In addition, the training agreement
provided by NAUI is professional in
appearance, builds excitement about diving,
re-enforces the risks associated with diving, and
can promote gear and other sales.

Who should use the NAUI Statement of
Understanding and Student Learning
Agreement? The NAUI Code of Ethics explains
that as a NAUI Instructor, it is our
responsibility to “fully disclose to the
prospective student all reasonably anticipated
costs, charges, fees, and assessments before
enrollment or obligation is established.” Dive
centers and dive professionals may have their
own form to explain this to the student, but
NAUI provides the NAUI Statement of
Understanding and Student Learning
Agreement for us to use at no cost.

When and where would you use this form?
I have found that the best time to review and
complete this form is at the time of sale or
commitment for the training. If this is done
in the retail center, the NAUI Diver Education
System and any other gear required for
training should be offered at this time. If you
are unable to complete the form at the time of
class purchase, a training agreement needs to
be reviewed and signed before the start of the
training. Keep the original signed agreement
in the student record folder and give the
student a copy to keep.

What is the NAUI Statement of
Understanding and Student Learning
Agreement for Skin and Scuba Diving
Training? This form, commonly known as a
“training agreement,” is located in the
member’s section online under the Commonly
Used Forms area. The form can be downloaded
as a PDF or as a Rich Text version. The form
can be customized for each student or saved as

Why would you want use the NAUI
Statement of Understanding and Student
Learning Agreement? As mentioned earlier,
the NAUI Statement of Understanding is not a
required form. However, you are required to
provide the specific details about the course
and training as listed in the NAUI Code of
Ethics. The form provided by NAUI is
professional and thorough. In addition, the
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NAUI Statement of Understanding provides
emphasis to the NAUI Worldwide brand and
promotes NAUI dive training.
I have witnessed the benefits and pitfalls
associated with the use and nonuse of a
training agreement. I believe the NAUI
Statement of Understanding provides a
professional impression to new and repeat
students, and this form should be used at all
levels of training, including advanced and
professional level training and courses. As we
all know, scuba diving is an expensive sport.
Nothing can be more embarrassing and
stressful to the student and instructor than
when a cost associated with training or
obligation is a surprise and unplanned for.
Finally, professional and well-presented dive
training will result in dive training referrals
for you and continued dive training from
past customers.
Matthew Smith was NAUI trained from
Scuba Diver on up to Instructor. “None of
my past NAUI Instructors,” he says, “ever
used one of these forms or a training
agreement. In fact, it was not until my
NAUI Instructor Trainer course that the
importance of this form was emphasized
(but we didn't complete one for the
course?). What really prompted this article
was a recent class that I was involved in in
which an agreement was not used by the
primary instructor. It created unneeded
stress during the class because of
additional money for unplanned
additional diving. I hope that this article
can show the importance of using a
training agreement.” Matthew lives in
Hope Mills, North Carolina, and can be
contacted at slacktidediver@gmail.com.
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The Argo Project: Removing Ghost Nets
in the Adriatic Sea

T R A I N I N G

By Annet van Aarsen, NAUI 42852, Photos: © Fabrizio Tosoni and Sven Bender

Analyzing and removing nets and ropes from the cargo deck.

Skipper Gringo of Krnica Dive jumps up and
down with glee as a couple of lift bags break
the surface dangling an enormous bundle of
stinking fishing nets. More than 10 years ago
he was out fishing when a trawler snagged its
nets on the wreck of the Argo in the Kvarner
Gulf in Croatia. The huge net has covered the
wreck ever since and continued to trap fish—
year in, year out.

The nets on the Argo had been an eyesore for
a long time. The wreck, which is broken in
two, is one of the best in the area for diving. It
is also the wreck that is the most covered in
fishing gear: large trawl nets with steel cables
and iron otter boards, nets with floats that still
float upwards, and a lot of other rubbish.

renovated and equipped with a diesel engine
and a large cooling unit, and her new name
was painted on the bow—Argo.

But the Argo was not destined to have a long
life. The Kvarner Gulf still had plenty of mines
left from the war, and while the government
had created cleared corridors for vessels to
navigate safely, it did not always go well. The
“First check if the nets are really that bad
and how they can be removed from the wreck number of wrecks in this part of the Adriatic
Until the summer of 2013 that is, when the
Sea bears testimony to the dangers. On January
without causing damage,” Maurizio says to
Argo Project was born. The Argo Project is a
the Ghost Fishing Foundation divers. The first 22, 1948, in bad weather with strong winds and
collaboration between Krnica Dive, the dive
in a snow storm, the Argo strayed off course
dive
thus becomes an orientation dive. We
school belonging to Maurizio Grbac on the
while
on a trip from Venice to Rijeka. The
dive
with
a
measuring
tape,
photo
equipment,
peninsula of Istria in Croatia, and the Ghost
captain
was on the point of dropping anchor
and two extra shot lines—one for the forward
Fishing Foundation, an international group
part of the hull and one for the aft end, which for safety, when the small cargo vessel struck a
of voluntary divers who remove abandoned
fishing gear from the sea and draw attention lies about 50 meters (165 feet) away. They will mine. She broke in two amidships and sank
to the problems that it causes to underwater
quickly. Only one of her twelve sailors reached
be very useful for sending up our “harvest”
life. The Argo Project involved five days of
the shore alive, after swimming for miles in the
when we cut the nets free.
hunting for and removing trawl nets,
icy 4°C (39°F) water.
trammel nets, longlines, derelict lobster cages, The MS Argo is not a large wreck. During the
This was more than 60 years ago. Today the
Second World War, she was the HMS Flint
and rubbish from the Adriatic Sea. Every
MS Argo receives plenty of visitors in the form
(T287) in the service of the British Royal
morning we dived on the wreck of the Argo,
of divers. The two pieces of the wreck lie
Navy. After the war, the Navy sold her to
and every afternoon we dived in shallower
proudly upright on the seabed, which is 49
Valdemar
Skogland,
a
small
Norwegian
waters on the reefs within and just outside the
meters (161 feet) deep with the tops of the
harbor of Luka Krnica.
shipping company. She was completely
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wreck at about 42 meters (138 feet). Diving
the Argo is definitely an advanced,
decompression dive. The Argo Project was
hard underwater work, and we needed to
devote tremendous care to planning our dives
and to decompression schedules—hardly
your ordinary recreational pleasure dives.

T R A I N I N G

On our orientation dive, we quickly realized
that we would not be able to clear both parts
of the ship during four clean-up dives. There
were simply too many nets on the two pieces
of wreck. The team chose to start with
clearing the forward half of the Argo and set
the goal of clearing it entirely of nets. Even
clearing half the Argo was a huge amount of
work. We could not help but have our doubts.
The next dive was a clean-up dive. Ron
Baars and Bas Poelmann went to work on the
massive net that hung over the deck and
covered the hold. Cas Renooij and Pascal van
Erp together with the last team, Rutger
Hoogerdijk and me, set their sights on
clearing the bow and the anchors.
We also needed to clear the nets that lay on
the sea floor around the wreck as they had
attached floats that held them upright. We
came up with a simple plan—cut free the
floats so that the nets would fall to the sea
bed. Lying flat they could do no more harm
and would probably become embedded in the
sand before too long.
Attaching the first lift bag to start the ghost net “pile.”

A massive trawl net that was draped across
the bow had heavy cables lying like spaghetti
over the deck, and it was fastened in place by
a couple of heavy otter boards. We planned to
cut it loose, little by little, and then push it in
its entirety over the side.
Our two photographers, Fabrizio Tosoni and
Sven Bender, divided their time between
cutting, hacking, and sawing. They
complained endlessly about the visibility in
the usually clear Kvarner Gulf. Our work
created a permanent fog of suspended silt
around the wreck.
Every time we descended along the shot line
it was with lift bags carrying a load of big
knives, metal saws, and wire cutters. The first

dives were tough. The task seemed endless:
there were so many heavy steel cables across
the forward deck, everything was knotted up,
and the vessel was a pile of entangled nets
and lines. Cutting through one thick cable
alone took eight minutes and gave you a
painful cramp in your hand. But as the week
progressed, we started to see the forward part
of the Argo’s hull change, and we started to
enjoy our work.

nets. But freeing entangled animals is only
treating the symptoms, not tackling the
problem. So now we were glad to jump into
the water with large mail bags and lift bags to
remove fishing gear and rubbish. We had to
be careful—we discovered that sharks had
laid their eggs on some of the nets, and we
had to work around these.

Maurizio had asked us if we would spend the
afternoons in shallower waters, clearing the
reefs and the harbor. During previous dives in
Krnica, we had already seen that there was a
lot of abandoned fishing gear on the reefs. We
had often freed crabs and other animals from
S O U R C E S
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As time went on the rubbish that we had
removed from the Argo and the reef started to
grow into a mountain. Apart from fishing
nets, we added longlines with dangerously
large hooks, lobster traps, car tires, batteries,
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The Argo Project
(continued from page 55)

T R A I N I N G

and plenty of plastic onto the pile. Luka
Krnica’s fishermen looked on in surprise, and
every evening they grabbed the lobster traps
that could still be repaired.
Maurizio explained that the fisher folk were
facing hard times. “Most of the fishermen fish
for prawns as there are hardly any fish
anymore, and prawn fishing brings little in.
Twenty years ago they could return after a
night’s prawn fishing with twenty or thirty
boxes—100 to 150 kilos (220 to 330 pounds).
But now they hardly ever get even 5 kilos (11
pounds). Overfishing is a major problem.
Day one survey dive for evaluating and documenting the work ahead.

“Most of the nets on the wrecks have been
there a very long time,” Maurizio continued.
“These days, fishermen rarely get their nets
caught on wrecks. They all have GPS and they
know the positions of the wrecks. We have
known for a long time that there are huge
amounts of nets on some of the wrecks. Over
the last couple of years, I have been thinking
how to address the situation. You need a good
team that has experience—and enough funds.
The collaboration with the Ghost Fishing
Foundation came at the right time.”
The atmosphere was tense on the last day of
the Argo Project. The big net that covered the
deck was stubbornly clinging onto the wreck.
Bas and Ron, who had sweated the whole week
over the obstinate net, were the first in the water.
Once again, they went to work with
determination. When Rutger and I descended
the shot line half an hour later, we saw that they
had made good progress. An enormous clump
of nets was hanging from a couple of the lift
bags. It looked as if the clump was only
attached to the wreck by one of the heavy cables.
We looked at each other. Would we spend
eight minutes sawing through the cable, or
would we leave the honor of removing the
last clump of fishing gear on the Argo to the
last team? We decided to leave it for Pascal
and Cas, and we went about cutting off the
last bits of the net. But as we did this, the
cable started to move. The clump of nets shot
a meter upwards, then another meter, and
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another. We cut through another fragment of
net and the entire clump of nets shot to the
surface—just before the last team jumped
into the water. The cable had not been caught
on the wreck after all, but had got caught on
the last knot of nets. The forward part of the
MS Argo was clean. It was party time!

“I had serious doubts if we would be able to get
the five-meter-high mountain of nets that we
had removed from the hold with lift bags freed
on time. Luckily, Annet and Rutger, the second
team, were able to cut away the last fragments
of net. Seeing that huge clump of net rise to the
surface was a victory! The most satisfying of the
project’s dives was the dive in which I saw an
almost clean wreck and could concentrate on
the last knot of nets on the crane.

T R A I N I N G

Pascal van Erp, a founder of the Ghost
Fishing Foundation, summed up the Argo
Project and his experience: “This was exactly
what Maurizio and the Ghost Fishing
Foundation were hoping for. It was not easy,
and we learned a lot. Besides all the nets, the
Argo was also covered with steel cables from
the trawl nets, and so the work could not
progress as quickly as we first expected. The
depth also meant that we sometimes had to
cut back on our cutting and pulling work.
Team members pose with some of the trash pile.

“The Argo Project was a success story, but
there is still so much more to do. We hope that
projects like these will show the world the
terrible situation of nets and rubbish on wrecks
and reefs in the Krnica area and beyond.
“Maurizio got the Argo Project off the
ground by financing a large part of it. We
now hope to receive a subsidy or financial
support to continue from either the
government or the European Union. Our
work on the Argo was just the tip of the
iceberg, and Team Ghost Fishing is ready for
more action!”
One of the sponsors of the Argo Project is
Scuba Academie, a NAUI dive school in the
Netherlands. The dive school also supplied
several of the volunteers who cleaned the
wreck in Croatia. Back at home, Scuba
Academie divers regularly do clean-up dives
in the North Sea, where the problem of ghost
fishing is also apparent. More information
about the Ghost Fishing Foundation can be
found at www.ghostfishing.org.
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Making a Difference, One Can at a Time
By Tessa Irvin, soon-to-be NAUI Instructor.

T R A I N I N G

We have explored the deepest, darkest
jungles, gone to the corners of the earth, and
continue to influence the whole of our world.
Even the most untouched places, like the rain
forests of Ecuador’s Yasuní National Park that
are threatened by petroleum exploration and
logging may soon to be destroyed.
We can easily see our waste if we take a trip
to the town dump or landfill, or maybe you’ll
see some trash on the street, but these have
become so accepted by our culture that we
think little of what we are doing to the
environment. As I write this article now I’ve
watched more than ten people walk right past
trash on the sidewalk; none of them stopped
to pick it up and put it in the nearby trash
can. We’ve all been there. If I were to stop and
pick up every piece of garbage I found, I
would never get anywhere. You would need to
make a day out of it, organize a project. So
for my “Divemaster Day” project that’s exactly
what I did.

A bucket of 15-point mussels.

Diving has made me all too aware how
much waste we humans produce, discard, and
forget about. Huge barges go out into the
ocean and dump tons of waste into the water
year after year. A huge plastic “garbage
patch” of discarded waste has formed in the
Pacific. People have become numb to the
harm we are causing.
We are told by nonprofits to reduce, reuse,
recycle! Save the planet! One thing I have
observed and been taught in my scuba
instructor course is that people won’t be
interested unless they understand how what
they do directly affects them. If there is no
correlation made, people will take no interest.
Out of sight out of mind is a powerful truth.
It’s hard to care about a cause if you’re not
right in the middle of the problem and aware
that you are.
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Time to Dive in Hasselt, Belgium, uses a
small local lake for training purposes. I’ve
been in that pond more than I haven’t this
summer! I moved to Belgium at the end of
February 2013 with only the four basic open
water scuba dives under my belt. A little over a
month ago I completed my 100th dive in this
lake. I was so happy to have accomplished
this benchmark, but the whole time I couldn’t
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stop thinking of how this lake becomes ruined
by summer party goers and campers. I know
that kids hanging out there in the summer
think it’s no big deal—what’s leaving a
couple soda cans going to hurt? Throwing
that broken chair into the lake was hilarious!
Everything left behind disappears by the next
time they’re swimming and playing. It goes
back to out of sight out of mind. Because I

training
dive there so often, I can literally see the
effect of people trashing their world day
after day.

T R A I N I N G

To complete my NAUI Divemaster course
with Time to Dive, I needed to organize a
dive event that would excite and interest
divers. I decided for my project I would
organize a Clean-Up Dive under the NAUI
Green Diver Initiative idea, and we would
clean up our local lake of the waste that had
been accumulating over many summers. To
make it even more fun I turned it into a
contest! Every item collected was scored by
the material it was made of: metal scored one
point, glass was two, plastics were three
points, and chemicals or batteries were four.
As an additional project, my boss, Jean-Marc
Claes, who is the NAUI Representative in
Belgium and owner of Time to Dive’s dive
centers, is participating in a research project
that tests the mussels living in the lake for
different toxins, so each mussel collected was
worth 15 points, and the team would need to
record at what depth each sample was
retrieved. Each participant would receive a
NAUI Green Diver Initiative Clean-Up Dive
Certificate as well as a goodie bag of small
tokens, such as stickers, Green Diver
information brochures, and more.
The day of the event started bright and
early! By 9:30 all of the participants had
arrived and were given a healthy breakfast
including "koffiekoeken" and beverages
before we started on the “course work.” At
this point, I had only done a couple microteachings for my instructor course, and I had
only started doing them three days prior. To
teach with 13 people eagerly watching me
was terrifying—and completely exhilarating!
It reinforced my goal to become a NAUI
Instructor. But first, I needed to get through
the day.

Making a Differenvce
(continued on page 60)
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Making a Differenvce
(continued from page 59)
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Once the presentation was completed, the
troops were rounded up and packed into cars,
and we carpooled to our local lake. We
couldn’t have asked for a more perfect day!
The lake visibility was fantastic, the sun was
shining, and the local fishermen were more
than happy to pause in their hunt for the
couple hours while we cleaned up their prey’s
environment. Mesh bags and lift bags were
provided for everyone. After a last pre-entry
briefing, everyone got their gear together and
hit the water. Over the next two hours teams
came ashore with full mesh bags, grabbed
empty ones, and went back into the water. I
separated the piles of litter according to team
and tallied the contents of their haul.
Everyone was allowed one tank of air to
accumulate as much waste as possible, and
most divers came out at the same time.

a plastic bag. As gross as it was handling
some of these items, the fulfillment from
cleaning out the lake was much greater.

Water covers 70% of the Earth. As divers we
have acquired the knowledge to explore this
vast area unknown to the average land
dweller. As divers, it is our duty to bring
Our clean-up dive team collected enough
awareness through projects like the Green
waste to fill nine large bags! The winning team
Diver Initiative and to conserve as much as
had a top score of 246 points! In addition to
we can. Mindfulness to recycle when possible,
It was amazing how much trash was
the gift bags full of Green Diver Initiative
as well as re-use, can have a major impact,
collected in just a short amount of time. The information, the winners also received a little
randomness of the items was just as amazing! stuffed animal as a fun token of gratitude from even on the smallest of environments.
Planning a clean-up dive in my local lake
Among the obvious bottles, cans, and other
Time to Dive as well as something special to
things you’d expect from people camping out remember this important day by. Not only was may not have made a world of difference in
on the water’s edge, we found the remains of this day important to me to complete my NAUI the grand scheme of things, but I am proud
that for my Divemaster Day I was able to gain
a car, a bike, and even a dragon sculpture! We Divemaster course, but it was a reminder of
what we often overlook: We need to take care of interest for future clean-up dives and help the
found pots, chairs, and an endless supply of
lost dog toys and an unwanted dog surprise in our ecosystems for them to survive and prosper. balance of one small ecosystem in the process.
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Hypothermia and the Scuba Diver
By Bridget Thomson, R.N., NAUI 8012
All of us, in our basic scuba course, learned
that we lose body heat 25 times faster in the
water than we do in air. Most of us, however,
just find this fascinating at the time and then
think no more of it.

With increasing hypothermia, the body’s
ability to perform is greatly reduced.
Coordination, manual dexterity, and the
ability to think are drastically impaired. I
refer to it as, “It’s all Going Down”—that is,
our body temperature is going down, our
ability to perform is going down, and where
are we? We’re Going Down!

Tests have shown that tiny muscle groups,
such as those in our fingers, become
inoperable in cold water. These are the muscles
we rely on so heavily to do all the work!
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The larger muscle groups (such as those in
the
forearm) maintain most of their
Surprisingly enough, the chilling effect we
functions.
It has been proven, however, that
get when diving causes significant changes in
the
average
male may become incapacitated
bodily functions and capabilities, even though
within
minutes
after entering cold water.
Little Warning
we may not immediately realize it.
Should
you
become
incapacitated in cold
The unfortunate thing about hypothermia is
water
and
someone
throws
you a line, you will
We see divers with ill-fitting wetsuits
that we don’t realize the detrimental effect it
find
you
are
unable
to
reach
out and grasp it.
(especially the student diver or diver with
has on our bodies. It creeps up on us with very
You now have to sweep the rope up, catch it
rental gear) and hear, “Oh, dear! I forgot my little warning.
where the elbow bends, and bring the arm
hood. Never mind, I’ll dive without it.” “I
tightly into the body in order to secure it.
Have
you
ever
tried
to
grasp
something
or
to
don’t like my mitts or gloves. I can’t work my
remove
a
glove
when
your
hands
are
cold?
It’s
gear with them on.”
Be Prepared
not easy, if not impossible. Your hands just
So where does this all lead us? I’m trying to
We lose much of our body heat via our
don’t seem to respond to what your brain is
make
you more aware of your environment.
heads; our body is loathe to shut down the
telling them to do, and all your movements
Cold
water
diving can be most enjoyable and
circulation to our brains. When our hands are are clumsy and awkward. Even when your
fascinating, but you must Be Prepared.
left unprotected they become cold, numb, and hands begin to warm up they become
useless. Movement becomes uncoordinated
extremely painful, and you become even more Gear up accordingly. Dry suits are preferable;
and jerky. What are we going to do when we
wetsuits must have enough thickness and fit
reluctant to use them. The cold not only
need to inflate our BCs or release our weight
well—like a second skin. And remember the
affects the hands but also the facial muscles,
belts? How are we going to undo the little
hood and the mitts. If you are unfamiliar with
causing difficulty in speaking or blowing
working with mitts on, practice. Abort the dive
chest clips so many of us have on our BCs
whistles when summoning for help. Cold
when we are unable to use our fingers?
water in the ears can cause vertigo (dizziness) as soon as you begin to feel cold and
uncomfortable. Don’t make a second dive
and nausea.
“Comfort Zone”
until you are sufficiently re-warmed
Our “normal” body temperature is 98.6°F
Fortunately, the majority of divers get back to (generally this means you have the ability to
(37°C). Around this we have a “comfort
sweat). Should you become severely chilled,
safety and then complain how bitterly cold
zone.” That is, should our body temperature
get out of your wetsuit/dry suit and into dry,
they were. What could happen if anything
rise or fall a couple of degrees, there is no ill
warm clothes or a dry environment. Get out of
were to go wrong?
effect felt by the body. Should we, however, fall
the wind or into a windbreaker. Wrap yourself
Let’s say you surface far from the boat. You
below this “comfort zone” we begin to shiver.
in a thermal blanket. Rewarming actions may
reach for the power inflator but you find your
Shivering is one of the first signs of
be difficult in a small boat. But plan ahead
hands can no longer simply grasp the inflator how to deal with cold. Avoid alcohol. It may
impending hypothermia—the first sign
initially warm the cockles of your heart, but
telling us we are getting cold and the first sign button and fill the BC with air. The task has
now become an awkward two-handed
in the long run it only enhances the effect of
that most of us ignore.
operation. In the meantime (since the majority hypothermia!
“But I still have all this air.”
of divers dive over-weighted despite our careful
REMEMBER: Be aware of your environment.
instruction), we are Going Down. The jerky,
“But I still have all this dive time left.”
Hypothermia decreases your body
uncoordinated movements of the body make it
temperature—decreases your ability to
Many of us have persevered through the
almost impossible to reach for the weight belt
perform—decreases your ability to react.
shivers and continued to dive. Many times the buckle or integrated pouch releases and release
shivering stops. Unfortunately, this is where it the weight—and where are we going? We are
It’s all going down—don’t let it take YOU
all begins, and we slip into hypothermia.
with it.
Going Down. It’s All Going Down.
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Swim Fins: Another View
by Fred Calhoun, NAUI 380

T R A I N I N G

Fins “work”! The fact that fins work is
obvious. Scuba divers prefer to use fins rather
than go barefoot. If scuba divers want to go
fast, they can go faster if they’re wearing
fins. If scuba divers want to laze along
underwater, they can do that with less effort if
they’re wearing fins. When we swim with fins
on our feet, we swim and maneuver better,
It’s interesting that no two people use fins
exactly alike.
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the earth requires that one hold oneself
upright and alternately teeter on one leg and
then the other while pushing along against
the ground with the feet. There’s more to it
than that, but that’s the crux of it. Moving
through the water (at the surface or
completely submerged) also requires the use
of leg muscles and, to a lesser extent, other
body muscles, but in ways that are very
different from walking.

successfully towed on water skis. The upper
component force which is produced by the
water (and can only be produced by the water
because that’s all that the skis are bearing
against) is 200 pounds (90 kg). Incidentally,
no one would consider water skiing with
flexible skis, or skis with holes in them.

Although the surface area of the
thigh/leg/foot is sizeable, the relative position
and shape of these links is such that they are
often in opposition to one another during a
There are three elements in the leg
Knowing that fins work is one thing;
stroke cycle and, being cylindrical, they move
mechanism involved in a swimming stroke.
knowing how fins work is another story.
too easily through the water and readily
These elements (links) are connected by
How fins work has thus far eluded most of
displace it to no effect. By increasing the area
those who have investigated the phenomenon. hinged joints. Together there’s the hip joint,
Why pursue an explanation of how fins work? thigh bone, knee joint, lower leg bones, ankle, of only one of the links (the one at the end—
the foot) by putting a fin on it, having its
and foot (a bent element). Although the
To some, it’ll be interesting to know. To
shape be flat and having the flat surface be at
everyone, it’ll be an aid in deflecting the truly nature of the linkage of the components of
unbelievable claims made by many marketers the legs and feet to themselves and to the rest a right angle to its movement, a mechanism
is created with which the swimmer can push
of fins. Much that we read about fins is in the of the body amounts to limited hinges and
limited swivels, a surprising number of strokes very effectively against the water.
copy of advertisements. Fins are said to
provide lift, to give greater thrust through the (combinations of movements of the
The blade of a fin can be large or small
components) is possible. Even so, the fact that (in surface area), and flexible or stiff.
water, to surprise people by their power, to
water offers only little resistance to a
provide good propulsion, to deliver
The hip joint, knee joint, ankle, and flexible
swimmer’s legs and feet prevents the
professional power, to produce a strong kick,
part of a fin coupled with the stiff elements of
swimming muscles from being able to be
to give smooth power delivery, and on, and
the leg and foot/fin comprise a very articulate
on. The impression ad copy wants to make is applied effectively.
system. No two cycles of the motions of this
that swimmers need expend only a token
system are ever exactly alike. Sometimes we
Therein lies the rub—the muscles of the leg
swim stiff-legged; sometimes we bend the
effort and the fins will, by themselves, do the
are quite strong and can produce significant
knees, etc.
rest. None of the above expressions is true,
force, except when applied in a non-elastic
not one of them even remotely resembles an
Swimming without fins can be likened to
medium such as water. Water, in its liquid
explanation of how fins work. The fact is
phase, lacks elasticity of length and shape and trying to row a boat with a broomstick
that fins don’t really work (that’s why the
handle. The feet do not present themselves to
is able to exert only small shearing stresses,
word is couched in quotes). The person
a significant area of water and because water
which means that you can’t stand on it nor
wearing and using them does all the work.
push against it with much satisfaction. Water cannot push back with any significant force,
Let’s repeat that because it’s important. Fins
can, however, push back with surprising force the legs cannot develop any significant force.
do not work at all—the person wearing the
under certain circumstances. A good example Swimming with fins can be likened to rowing
fins does all the work.
a boat using oars. The fin blade being larger
of this is the force developed in keeping a
and flatter than the foot it’s attached to
water skier from sinking into the water.
Leg muscles and, to a lesser extent, other
presents itself to a larger area of water.
body muscles aid in locomotion. Walking on Consider a 200-pound water skier being
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Because that larger area of water can push
back with a greater force, the swimmer’s legs
can develop greater forces. Fins don’t move us
through the water—fins allow us to move
ourselves through the water. Imagine trying to
row a boat with flexible oars, or oars with
holes in their paddles.

As the fin is stroked through the water (in a
modified “arc”), it permits the water to
produce a short duration opposing force; and
that provides a base against which the leg
may push to move the swimmer’s body
forward. The opposing force against the fin
is equal to the applied force against the
water and is directly related to the stiffness
of the blade, the effective area of the blade,
and the speed of the blade as it moves against
the water.

T R A I N I N G

As far as moving through the water is
concerned, the purpose of the leg-foot-fin
system movement is to push against some
water, create a resultant force to the rear,
experience the reaction of the water in the
opposite direction, and thereby, have the leg
muscles able to produce a force sufficient to
move one along. The experienced fin
swimmer is able to modify the stroke by
changing the stiffness of the leg (bent or
straightened knee), the angle of attack of the
fin blade, the speed of the fin, or
combinations of those, and by other more
subtle variations of the elements of the stroke.
These modifications may be conscious or not.
Their aim is to vary the action of the fin
against the water and, thereby, the reaction of
the water against the fin with an increase or
decrease of the force developed by the legs.

of the way—but not without a little
resistance. The resistance comes from the
water molecules sliding against one another.
It’s called shear stress. It is this resistance
which accounts for the opposing force which
gives the fin swimmer something to push
against. In a non-elastic medium like water,
stress is not proportional to strain. In fact, the
shearing strain will increase without limit for
as long as the stress is applied—the stress
depends upon the rate of change of the strain
(the faster the fin is moved through the water,
the greater the opposing force).

Summary: It’s Newton’s Third Law!
To move (to walk, to swim, to row), we need
to push against something that will push
With most fins, the trailing edge or portion
back. Water is non-elastic and will move out
of the blade tends to bend as it is pushed
of the way rather than push back effectively.
through the water. This is the evidence that
We can push against water more effectively
the water is providing the opposing force
if we can engage a lot of it. Fins and oars
described by Newton’s Third Law: Whenever
allow us to engage a lot of water and realize
one body (a fin) exerts a force upon a second
a useful opposing force. The opposing force is
body (the mass of water adjacent to the fin),
a function of the shear area (how “big” the
the second body (the water) exerts an equal
fins are) and the speed with which they are
and opposite force upon the first (the fin).
moved against the water. Stiff fins have an
The opposing force (the one that permits the
effective (useful) area equal to their real area.
fin swimmer to exert the strength in his or her
Flexible fins, and fins with holes in them have
legs) is a result of many related forces and
effective areas which are smaller than their
features, all peculiar to the fins, the swimmer,
real areas (there’s nothing “wrong” with
and other conditions.
that—it’s just that flexible fins go through
the water easier, and holes in fins don’t
The principal item creating the opposing
force is the shearing area. As the fin is moved actually accomplish anything beyond making
through the water, the water moves to get out the fin smaller.
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PDU quiz

NAUI Professional Development Units Quiz
A score of 75% on the following question set will earn a total of 0.25 PDU for the 25 questions involved. Answers should be submitted
to Training Ventures using the online submission form at http://www.pdus2u.com or the Answer Sheet form found in this issue.
Tessa Irvin’s Green Diver lake clean-up
day was a project for her:
a. Assistant Instructor course.
b. Divemaster course.
c. Instructor course.
d. Ecology Action program.

2.

The Argo Project was a collaboration
between Krnica Dive of Croatia and:
a. Multraship Towage & Salvage.
b. the Croatian Ministry of Maritime
Affairs
c. the Ghost Fishing Foundation.
d. NAUI Croatia.

3.

The seabed where the wreck of the MS
Argo lies is:
a. 49 meters (161 feet) deep.
b. 42 meters (138 feet) deep.
c. 38 meters (125 feet) deep.
d. 30 meters (99 feet) deep.

This form, also known as a “training
9. Dive students should learn some basic
agreement,” can be used to:
safety skills, says Bab Kaschalk, such
as:
a. detail all costs, materials, and
financial expectations required
a. breathing through a free-flowing
from the student.
regulator.
b. substitute for the NAUI Waiver and
b. diving without a mask.
Release.
c. turning over front to back and
c. list everything that is included and
turning over back to front.
will be provided to the student in
d. swimming without fins.
the course.
d. Both “a” and “c.”
10. Fins work, says Fred Calhoun,
because of:
7. Sarasota Bay Watch’s Scallop
a. Boyle’s Law.
Restoration Project kept 100,000
b. Newton’s Third Law.
scallop larvae at the Bay Shellfish Co.:
c. Avogadro’s Law.
a. so that they could grow them up to
juvenile stage.
d. The Law of Conservation of
Energy.
b. as a hedge against the possibility of
a hurricane in the bay.
11. True or False: No two people, he says,
c. for genetic modification to make
use fins exactly alike.
them hardier.
a. True
d. for a hybridization project with
mussels and oysters.
b. False
6.

When our hands are left unprotected in 8. Chris Richardson says that because
cold water they become cold and
current academic teaching is mostly
numb, and we may have trouble:
presented as self-directed home study:
a. inflating our BC.
a. we should give up trying to excite
our students about diving.
b. releasing our weight belt.
b. people no longer care about
c. undoing the chest clips of our BC.
diving.
d. All of the above.
c. students do not retain as much as
what they would learn by lecture
5. The best way to obtain a NAUI
method.
Statement of Understanding, says
d. we should spend more time doing
Matthew Smith, is:
other activities to present the fun
a. order from the NAUI Product
and excitement of diving.
Catalog.
b. ask NAUI Member Services to
email to you.
c. download from the members’
section of www.naui.org under the
Commonly Used Forms. Area.
d. obtain from your NAUI Territorial
Representative.
4.
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12. Which of the following was a sponsor

of the 2013 Just Dive Photo Contest?
a. Coco View Resort
b. Blackbeard’s Cruises
c. GoPro
d. Hollis Gear
13. Jean-Christophe Grignard now uses a

Nikon D800 camera in a _____
housing for his underwater
photography.
a. Hugyfot
b. Ikelite
c. Sea & Sea
d. Nauticam
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14. The theme for next year’s

International Poster Contest for Youth
is:
a. Ocean Acidification.
b. Save the Whales.
c. Marine Sanctuaries.
d. Save Billfish.

D E P A R T M E N T S

15. Rules for entering the International

Poster can be obtained from:
a. the United Nations Environment
Programme.
b. NOAA.
c. the International Poster Contest
page of NAUI’s website.
d. www.internationalpostercontest.org.
16. Where is Royal Playa Resort located?

a. On the north side of the west end
of Roatán.
b. On the south side of the east end
of Roatán.
c. On the south shore of Utila.
d. On Josh Cay, Guanaja.
17. An advantage of Royal Plaza’s

location is:
a. divers do not compete for
moorings with boats from other
resorts.
b. the reef structure is undisturbed.
c. it is protected from the prevailing
weather patterns.
d. All of the above.
18. The Coastal Conservation and

Education Foundation
a. is a Philippine NGO dedicated to
educating the public and
commercial fishers about
sustainable fishing.
b. engages in many habitat
restoration projects.
c. maintains one of the oldest,
continuous datasets of coral reef
observations in the Philippines.
d. is funded by the Philippine
Ministry of Fisheries.
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19. To participate in a “Saving

Philippine Reefs” expedition one
must be a:
a. diver with some biology studies
or research background.
b. dive leader or instructor.
c. diver with an advanced-level
certification.
d. Divers of all experience levels are
welcome.
20. Petroglyphs dating from about

_____ have been discovered on a
concretion near the entrance the
Grotta del Bue Marino.
a. 1,000 BCE
b. 2,000 BCE
c. 3,000 BCE
d. 4,000 BCE
21. Exploration of the Grotta del Bue

Marino has established the existence
of a vast intermittently submerged
system of some:
a. 7000 meters (4.3 miles).
b. 6000 meters (3.7 miles).
c. 5000 meters (3.1 miles).
d. 4000 meters (2.5 miles).
22. Cold water diving is defined as diving

that takes place in water that is below
about:
a. 50°F (10°C).
b. 45°F (7.2°C).
c. 40°F (4.5°C).
d. 35°F (1.7°C).
23. Studies have shown that there is

_____ between hamstring flexibility
and the incidence of lower back pain.
a. a positive correlation
b. no correlation
c. an inverse relationship
d. a direct relationship

Q U A R T E R
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24. Bubble phase models:

a. focus on controlling hypothetical
bubble growth and coupled
dissolved gas.
b. emphasize shallow
decompression stops.
c. focus on controlling and
eliminating hypothetical
dissolved gas.
d. have been tested in vivo while
dissolved gas models have not.
25. The Disney World Conservation Fund

was created on Earth Day in:
a. 2010.
b. 2003.
c. 1997.
d. 1995.

NAUI HOME STUDY PDU EXAM ANSWER SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS:
If submitting online:
You can submit your answers to the PDU Quiz electronically. Go to TRAINING VENTURES’ site at.http://pdus2u.com
and follow the instructions.
If submitting by mail or fax:
1. Fill in all of the information requested to insure proper PDU credits.
2. Write the month and year of the Sources issue and indicate quiz subject, if appropriate (such as S&P
questions). Or describe some other home-study origin for this PDU submission.
3. Using a soft pencil, black out the correct answer to each question in the answer section. If you change your answer,
erase your previous mark.
4. Include a check or money order representing $6 for each separate quiz (in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank) payable
to “TRAINING VENTURES.”
5. Enclose the answer sheet and the check or money order in an envelope addressed to: TRAINING VENTURES,
P.O. Box 1078, Crystal River, Florida 34423-1078, and mail it to Training Ventures.
6. Training Ventures will score the quiz, award the appropriate PDUs and return a transcript to you.
7. You may enclose several quizzes and submit one check (for $6 times the number of quizzes). in a single mailing
if you wish.
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Apply PDU credit to:
[ ] This year for next renewal.
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PDU requests (for things such as CPR or other self-improvement courses. and IQ/Seminar PDUs should be sent directly to
NAUI Worldwide Headquarters, 9030 Camden Field Parkway, Riverview, FL 33578.
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+1 956-761-6039 Fax
nauitec@naui.org
www.naui.org
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Bulgaria

Al Boom Marine
P. O. Box 42188
Shuwaikh 70652, Kuwait
+965 (0)4830474
+965 (0)4838293 Fax
diveabm@kems.net
www.alboomkuwait.com

NAUI Services
Southern Africa

NAUI Technical
Training Division

NAUI Services Mercosul
(Brazil)

NAUI Services Middle East

Alvanir Oliveira, NAUI 19845,
Av. Pedro Blanco da Silva 681 - sl. 3
Jundiai SP 13208-630
+ 55-11-4497-0031
+ 55-11-4497-1962 Fax
naui@naui.com.br
www.naui.com.br
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Nicos Nicolaou, NAUI 8671
Erexthiou 35, Aglantzia,
2121 Nicosia
Cyprus
+357 22 339730 Phone/Fax
nauihel@spidernet.com.cy

2 0 1 4

Denmark
Michael Henrichsen, NAUI46150
Odensegade 16 A
2100 Copenhagen
Denmark
+45 22 31 68 85
michael@superdive.dk

Finland
Mika Rautiainen, NAUI 40086
Finnish Divers’ Federation
FI-00240 Helsinki, Finland
+358 (0)9 3481 25 69
+358 (0)9 3481 25 16 Fax
mika.rautiainen@sukeltaja.fi

Francophone-Europe
Richard Plumes, NAUI 30718
Ecole Internationale de Plongée
Sous-Marine
14 D Rue Raoul Godfroid
Mons, Hainaut 7000, Belgium
+32 (0)65 340373 Phone/Fax
+32 (0)477 487774 Mobile
richard.plumes@naui-francophone.org
www.naui-francophone.org

Hong Kong
Simon Mok Por Lam, NAUI 11140L
Room 402, 4/F, Fu Lee Comm. Bldg.
14-20 Pilkem Street , Jordan
Kowloon, Hong Kong
+852 28907227
+852 39056138 Fax
simon.mp.lam@gmail.com

Hungary
Tamas Miklos, NAUI 13808
Mikszath Kalman u. 9.
Szekesfehervar
Hungary
+36 (06)22 389 077
thomas@diver.hu

NAUI worldwide directory
Italy

New Zealand

Thailand

Leone Massimo Zandotti, NAUI
45612
Via Di Colle Mattia n°8
00132 Roma, Italy
N.Verde 800 910 651
+39 339 5924672
leone@nauiitalia.com

Tim Walshe, NAUI 9091
Island Bay Divers
353, The Parade, Island Bay
Wellington, New Zealand
+64 (0)4-383-6778 Phone
+64 (0)4 383 5655 Fax
tim@ibdivers.co.nz

Kuwait

Pacific Rim

Poosak Posayachinda NAUI 17282
282 Taladnoi, Sampantawong
Sampantwong
Bangkok 10100
Thailand
+662 639 6262
+668 -0218 2000 Mobile
+662 639 5445 Fax
poosakp@yahoo.com

Reyadh Ali al-Banaw, NAUI 16857
c/o Al Boom Marine
P. O. Box 42188
Shuwaikh 70652, Kuwait
+965 (0)4830474
+965 (0)4838293 Fax
reyadh@alboomkuwait.com

Training Manager
William Tong, NAUI 40366
24 Jalan Delima
Off Jalan Bukit Bintang
Kuala Lumpur 55100, Malaysia
+60 (3) 2142 2631
+60 (3) 2142 2640 Fax
William@nauipacific.com
www.nauipacific.com

Lebanon
Poland

Alain Sassine, NAUI 37988
P.O. Box 16-6751
Beirut, Lebanon
+961 1 204 230 Tel
+961 3 485000 Mobile
+961 1 203 808 Fax
alain.sassine@gmail.com

Romania

Malaysia
Kok-Yew, Wong NAUI 18820
Sea Divers S/B, 24 Jalan Delima
55100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
+60 (0)3 2142 2631
+60 (0)3 2142 2640 Fax
wongjoli@streamyx.com

Maldives
Jan Gehriger, NAUI 47065
Embudu Village
South Malé, Maldives
+960 777 1157
+960 778 8177 Mobile
+960 664 2673 Fax
janosc@diverland.com

Netherlands
Nick C. Den Toom, NAUI 38581
Scuba-Academie
Achterbos 22B
Vinkeveen 3645 CD,
The Netherlands
+31 297 212285
+31 297 533783 Fax
info@scuba-academie.nl

Wieslaw Kantor, NAUI 46136
Staszica 9
31-162 Krakow, Poland
+ 48 (0)12 6338857
+ 48 (0)609 761476
+ 48 (0)12 6327447 Fax
info@naui.pl

Jeno Szabo, NAUI 33607
Heidi Dive Center
Str. Presei nr.4
520064 Sfantu Gheorghe
Covasna, Romania
+40 755 011 500
+40 367 620 144 Fax
contact@scufundariutilitare.ro

Russia
Alexander Vekhov, NAUI 34176
Vladscuba
Ostriyakova 8
Vladivostok, Russia 69000
+7 4232 451786 , 410984
+7 4232 451786 Fax
sasha@vladscuba.ru

Singapore
Peter Teo Keng-Seng NAUI 9446
Tampines Street 41
Unit #01-135
Singapore 520404
+65 96909446 mobile

Kenny Wheeler, NAUI 9063
2817 Brassfield Ct.
Shelbyville, KY 40065
+1 502-647-0115 Office
+1 502-210-9110 Cell
kwheeler@naui.org

U.S. – South Central Territory
AR, CO, KS, NM, OK, TX

Turkey
Senol Kara, NAUI 47413
Pamucak Mevkii
48700 Marmaris
+90 (0)506-7126981
info@naui-turkey.com
and
August-Bebe-Str.44
Bielefeld
Germany
+49 521 9678450
+49 521 9678452 Fax
info@naui-germany.de

Michael Dunst, NAUI 6420
3805 Bramley Way
Plano, TX 75093
+1 214-789-8467
mdunst@naui.org

U.S. – Northwest Territory
AK, No. CA, ID, MT, OR WA, WY
Jim Larsen, NAUI 7203
P.O. Box 1631
Vancouver, WA. 98668
+1 360-921-8894 Office/Cell
jlarsen@naui.org

United States

U.S. – Southwest Territory
AZ, So. CA, HI, NV, UT

U.S. National
Territory Manager
Michael Dunst, NAUI 6420
3805 Bramley Way
Plano, TX 75093
+1 214-789-8467
mdunst@naui.org

U.S. – Northeast Territory
CT, DE, DC, ME, MA, MD, NH,
NJ, NY, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV
William Legler, NAUI 13355
534 Lincoln Ave.
Erie, PA 16050
+1 814-873-0013
blegler@naui.org

U.S. – Southeast Territory
AL, FL, GA, LA, MS, NC, SC, TN
Michael Dunst, NAUI 6420
3805 Bramley Way
Plano, TX 75093
+1 214-789-8467
mdunst@naui.org

Ray Bullion, NAUI 54901
6136 Candor St
Lakewood, CA 90713
+1 562-866-0938 Work
+1 562-743-6887 Cell
+1 562-866-0978 Fax
rbullion@naui.org

D E P A R T M E N T S

Mohamed Elsarji, NAUI 17434
Sodoon Diving Academy
Jbah Street, Haret Saida,
Sidon, Lebanon
+961 (0)3 665489 Mobile
+961 (0)7 734452
+961 (0)7 729234 Fax
mohamedsarji@hotmail.com

U.S. – Midwest Territory
IL, IN, IA, KY, MI, MN, MO, NE,
ND, OH, SD, WI

U.S. - Hawaii Territory
Mauritius Bell, NAUI 39161
University of Hawai'i at Hilo
200 West Kawili Street
Hilo HI 96720
+1 808-430-9086 Cell
Skype: mauritius.bell
mbell@naui.org

Worldwide NAUI
Training Department
Randy Shaw, NAUI 9102
NAUI Headquarters
9030 Camden Field Parkway
Riverview, FL 33578
+1 813-628-6284
+1 813-628-8253 Fax
training@naui.org

teopeterrobinson67@yahoo.com.sg

Taiwan
Yen Su, NAUI 4315
Fl. 7-3, No 62, Fu Hsing N. Rd
Taipei 104, Taiwan
+886 2 27519069
+886 2 27511469 Fax
diving@ms12.hinet.net
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the last page
Remember when scuba was an exciting adventure? For some the adventure never stops. That’s why they keep diving, keep learning,
keep teaching. This article appeared 25 years ago, in the January 1989 issue of NAUI News. The author, Len Tillim, began diving in
1971 and became a NAUI Instructor in 1982, so he wrote this after he’d been diving for 18 years and been teaching for seven. Diving
and teaching were still an exciting adventure.
Today, excellent equipment and modern teaching tools like eLearning have made learning to dive much easier, but we should not let
the quality of our tools reduce diving to a bland pablum. Pablum is boring. Do you still teach adventure? — Editor.

Time to Teach, A Time to Say “Thanks”

D E P A R T M E N T S

by Len Tillim, NAUI 6518
I thought to myself—as I lay buckled to the
seat of the Boeing 727 returning to Los
Angeles—as a new instructor, what
inspiration could I offer divers? Could I put
words on a page that might prevent an
accident, describe the nuances of a night dive,
or interest someone in equipment
maintenance for fun and profit?
Contemplating the complex task and gently
rubbing my shiny instructor's card in the
hope that a lightning bolt of inspiration
would strike me, I felt a wave of guilt pass
through me.
There I sat with the expectation that people
were going to take my words to heart and,
hopefully, become more skillful divers. Then,
like the slap of a cold piece of kelp, the
realization hit me that there is a time to be an
instructor and do the things instructors are
supposed to do, and there is a time to be a
student; the learning process never ends.
There’s also a time to express gratitude for all
that diving has been to me. I think the “thank
yous" have been too few and far between, and
that most of us follow a similar path.

basic card was issued. Certification day still
stands like a mental milestone: Lake Tahoe,
November 1971—trudging through the snow
in the parking lot, pulling on that Healthways
1/4-inch wetsuit for the big event—the plunge
into that 38 degree water. We were too nervous
to be cold. Then came our “final exam”—
mask clearing, buddy breathing, and a final
emergency ascent and I was a certified diver! I
had made it! It felt like winning! In my wallet
was a new “C”-card and on my wall a
certificate signed by the instructor who opened
the door to the odyssey I have followed all
these years. Thanks, Jack Brownson.
In the years that followed, I became involved
in many diving activities. I took pictures, dove
for abalone, took pictures, dove for “crawdads”
(Lake Tahoe “lobster”), took pictures, speared
fish, and, finally, started taking pictures.
Somewhere along the line I became interested
in instruction. To this day I consider becoming
an instructor one of my most worthwhile
accomplishments. Instruction has given me
the opportunity to meet many people who
have had a profound influence on my life. I
have been able to pass on some of the
“freedom” to experience life that my
instructors gave me. I feel very fortunate.

My thoughts drifted back to my introduction
to scuba diving—how formative those first few
Being an instructor becomes very
years were and how wide-ranging my
emotional—ecstasy to agony, serenity to
instructor’s influence was felt long after my
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turmoil—each class and each student’s
unique experience. The days come when one
questions the sanity of someone who has
more sand in his bathtub than there is on the
beach. The concept that people, for a short
period, entrust their wellbeing to someone
they know nothing more about than the fact
that this person is the “instructor”—the
“instructor” who knows all there is to know
about scuba diving and who will prevent
harm from befalling them, at least during the
period of the scuba class. It’s an awesome
responsibility. I thank you for the vote of
confidence. It feels great, no matter how
scared I get.
The reward of instruction cannot be
measured in a paycheck, though that is
something we need too. Most of the reward is
in the form of the emotional high of seeing or
being part of another's success. Looking into
the faceplate of a person making that last
emergency ascent, seeing the questioning look
of “Did I do OK?" and that look of winning in
their face when you return the “OK” signal, is
like seeing your own reflection all those years
ago. I remember how it felt then, and it's still
that way now—it’s winning! Thanks to all
those who have let me become a little part of
their lives—you have certainly become a
permanent part of mine.

